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1. Content of the Deliverable
Solar heat has the potential to play a tremendous part in industrial energy supply infrastructure.
However, its integration has to be optimally embedded in the future hybrid energy supply system of
industrial companies. Solar heat will not be a stand-alone solution to the thermal energy demand
of industry and interactions/synergies with other energy carriers/supplies are needed. To effectively
integrate solar heat in a hypothetical 100% RES industrial framework, a comprehensive integration
of Energy Efficiency measures (i.e. waste heat utilization, application of emerging process
technologies, etc.) with optimized solar layouts is needed. To this end, software tools can be
designed to optimize the Interaction between the energy optimization methods and the solar
simulation tools. Specially crucial will be the integration of thermal storage and the design and
management of a dynamic heat network enabling the matching of variable heat sources and
variable load profiles.
To date, there are no methods/tools available that can portrait and integrate real variable process
streams or consider thermal energy storages that allow for heat transfer over time in a network
depending on the load profiles of the different industrial processes.
This DL has the objective of describing a methodology for the development of a process integration
model for optimized integration of SHIP in hybrid energy system.
The structure of the DL is as follows.
1. A description of the software tools used within the consortium for the modelling of process
heat integration studies in the form of identifying their main advantages and disadvantages
for modelling branch concepts or process heat case studies. Since this was the objective of
MS18, we will only present here the most important outcome of the milestone.
2. The methodology to develop a process integration model for optimized integration of SHIP
in hybrid energy systems will be explained on the basis of the software tool developed at
AEE INTEC, SOCO, which algorithm is based on Pinch analysis and allows for solar integration
and storage layouts.
3. Based on the methodology and algorithm developed in SOCO we have identified a need
for the implementation of design strategies and simulation behaviour of new storage
techologies within the simulation software as well as new process integration methods that
link energy related optimization and solar simulation. Consequetly, this section describes
several storage and storage + solar collectors models developed by the INSHIP partners and
how they could be integrated in the methodology. It also contains new state of the art
storage technologies identified as potentially suitable for SHIP. The DL addresses the
methodology to integrate these detailed models and describes their interaction with the
energy efficiency measures and heat storage linked to existing approach such as
SolarSOCO.
4. The last part comprises an example of a real SHIP facility installed in Portugal and monitored
by UEVORA as an illustration of the monitoring process for such an installation. This part is
intended to provide information about the required instrumentation, monitoring and
operation modes that such an installation (i.e. SHIP facility + PCM storage) would require
and would probably need to be implemented in future modelling and softmare integration
tools.
DL5.1
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The contribution from the different partners has been planned approximately following this scheme:

Figure 1: Scheme for the initially planned contributions of the INSHIP partners.
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2. Software tools used within the consortia for the modelling of process heat integration studies (MS18)
The following table summarizes the main characteristics of the simulation software that the partners within INSHIP use.
Partner

AEE INTEC

ETHZ

METU-GÜNAM

CIEMAT

FISE

SOCO

ETH-Model for
combined latent
and sensible thermal
energy storage

ANSYS CFX

TRNSYS®

COLSIM

FISE-N/A

Programming
language

C# (C Sharp)

ANSYS CFX

CFX

FORTRAN / C++

C++

Python

Developer

AEE INTEC and
Deltamind

ETHZ

ANSYS

FISE

FISE

Open source

No

No

No

No

Licence costs

Test licences
available

n.a.

No
Unknown
(academic license
provided by ETHZ)

n.a.

n.a.

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

No libraries

No libraries

n.a.

-

n.a.

Good

Journal papers

n.a.
User guide on ANSYS
website and student
project report

Name of
Software

Modelling
(dynamic/
static)
Libraries (open,
able to edit)
Library costs
Documentation
of software

Time resolution

Graphic
Interface

DL5.1

Any
time
step
possible. Time step
fixed
for
whole
simulation.
Visio ™ Add-in in
Tool for Simulation
Pinch Curves (CCC;
HCC; GCC) in each

n.a.

Maximum:
10-200
seconds depending
on the case

n.a.

CFX Post / MATLAB

Thermal Energy System Specialists, LLC
Solar Energy Laboratory, University of
Wisconsin-Madison
No
5060 USD/license
~1000-9000 €
Quasi-dynamic
Able to edit; user libraries can be easily
developed
210-630 USD/library

Editable inhouse
n.a.

Good: user manual available online

Not complete
but existing

No

1s-1h

1s-1h

Yes

No

1s-1h

Graphical plotters for system variables

Co-funded by the Horizon 2020 Framework
Programme of the European Union

Editable in-house
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time
Storage
charts

and

steps
HX

Support

By developers

Possible link to
other software
(modularity)

Coupling
through
C#
interfaces
possible
but
not
implemented

Description of
model

Node model for
variable and fixed
level
storage
heat
exchanger
model
mixers and splitters
solver
determines
the
order
which
components
are
solved primary

Inputs

Process information
based on stream
table (hot and cold
streams)
with
temperatures (start
and
end),
heat
capacity and mass
flow
storage and heat
exchanger
parameters
(can

DL5.1

ANSYS
support
available
for Users forum, tutorials, FAQ, etc.
FISE
licensed users
Possible calls to external SW (EES, Matlab,
Simulink, Excel, COMIS, Fluent, CONTAM)
None
Limited
Case-by-case
with specific TRNSYS components &
interface
It is a modular
simulation
environment,
primarily
designed
for
development of
controllers
in
Very large library to cover a wide range of thermal systems.
Heat transfer and
solar thermal and PV applications, as well It has a high
fluid flow model
as building energy systems. Quasi-dynamic calculation
flexible model to simulate a solar field
performance
with
a
time
horizon
of
a
whole
year
using timesteps
down to some
seconds.
By developers

Inlet
air
temperature,
encapsulated PCM
and packed rock
bed properties

DNI, Ambient temperature

Co-funded by the Horizon 2020 Framework
Programme of the European Union

FISE

Yes

Based
on
instantaneous
energy content
of a HTF. T, P,
state = f (energy
content).
Includes
solidliquid
phasechange. Flexible
HTF.

Tini,
volume/power,
HTF
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Ouputs

Planned/
already existing

Designed for
which
applications

DL5.1

also be suggested
by SOCO proposal)
Design
and
optimisation of heat
exchanger networks
including
storage,
use of available
waste heat and
solar
streams
(implementation),
Energy transfer over
heat
exchangers
and
storages
heat
losses
of
storages
temperature profile
in heat exchanger
and
storages
remaining
energy
demand
Existing:
as explained before
including
solar
thermal integration
Planned:
heat
pump
components
in
simulation
proposal design and
heat pump (size,
type and integration
point)
improvements
in
GUI.
Industrial
heat
recovery
and
storage
networks,
district
heating

Temperature
distribution
of
packed rock bed,
outlet temperature
of air, pressure drop,
round-trip efficiency,
specific costs

Under
continuous
development

Storage
of
solar
thermal
energy,
storage of surplus
electrical
energy

Useful power, outlet temperature and
pressure, flow rates, etc.

J, T, P, phase

A wide range of libraries already exist
(collectors, storage tanks, controllers, etc.).
New libraries can be created using
FORTRAN and C++ as needed.

Existing

Primarily
At least solar thermal, PV and building designed
for
energy systems.
development of
controllers
in
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Name of
industrial sector

Name of
Software

networks,
implementation of
solar
thermal
process heat and
heat pumps based
on
high
level
dynamic simulations
including availability
and weather data.
Applicable
for
different
industry
sectors as streams of
every sector can be
input parameters.

SOCO

Simplified approach
will be implemented
in branch concept –
Advantages for findings
and
branch
conclusions
for
concepts/proces maximised impact
s heat case
and reliability of
studies
identified solutions.
simulation
Link to economic
data via Wikiweb
(http://wiki.zeroemissions.at)

DL5.1

from
grid
via
compressed
air
energy
storage
technology.

thermal systems:
HVAC and solar
thermal systems
with controllers

Applicable for different industry sectors as
streams of every sector can be input
parameters.

Power sector

ETH-Model for
combined latent
and sensible thermal
energy storage

Detailed
storage
models (available in
the literature) and
flexibility for energy
dispatchability

ANSYS CFX

n.a.

TRNSYS®

COLSIM

FISE-N/A

It can perform
quasi-dynamic
hydraulic
simulations and
allows for the
integration
of
complex control
strategies.
Flexible
HTF
Very flexible on components: collectors,
suitable
for
storage tanks, controllers etc.
It can simulate different
direct
steam applications.
generation.
Very
flexible
especially
on
the optimizing of
control
strategies.
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Disadvantages
for branch
concepts/proces
s heat case
studies
simulation

DL5.1

Simulation on too
high
(timedependent) level for
a branch concept,
effort
for
system
design high.

Not really usable for
branch concepts /
process heat case
studies.
Very
focused
on
the
power sector.

Not really usable for
branch concepts /
process heat case
studies

It needs a detailed description of the
components used and the results depend
on the models and parameters chosen by
the simulator, thus is less practical when
rather general studies are the objective.
It does not model evaporation as a twophase process.
Time step too large for fast changes (e.g.
operational)

Co-funded by the Horizon 2020 Framework
Programme of the European Union

Not
all
components
have been yet
validated.
It
doesn’t
include a heatexchangernetworkoptimization
(pinch) tool.
More suitable for
optimizing
an
existing plant

Not really usable
for
branch
concepts
/
process
heat
case studies
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Based on the information gathered in MS18 we concluded that the most desirable characteristics for
a good heat process/case study modelig software are:







A wide range of components (i.e. collectors, storage tanks, controllers, etc.) or the possibility
to create or adapt new ones;
Flexibility for building case studies and connecting the different components;
Possibility to optimize the desing in terms of solar availability, storage and energy optimization
(i.e. Integration points for heat pumps/solar collectors/storages, Pinch analysis for better
identification of those points, etc.);
Adequate time resolution: minimum by the hour;
User friendly: there is no need for displaying or using complicated physical models describing
very specific phenomena like phase change inside a colector tube.

According to this criteria, TRNSYS and SOCO seem to be the most suitable software tools. However,
SOCO offers additional features to design and optimize heat exchanger networks including storage
and integration of available waste heat and to simulate the energy transfer between these
components. On the other hand, TRNSYS’ component library is unbeatable and offers huge
possibilities for combination of elements but without any optimization criteria.
The following chapter will explain the methodology/philosophy followed for the adaptation of the
SOCO tool to SolarSOCO for acounting both energy eficiency strategies and solar integration in
SHIP. This adaptation included the storage implementation. The role of storage and how the
charging/de-charging is realised will be explained too.

DL5.1
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3. Methodology to develop a process integration model for optimized
integration of SHIP in hybrid energy systems. The SOCO tool (AEE
INTEC)
a.

General approach

The development of Pinch Tool has a long history at AEE INTEC that started with the development of
PE2 in 2008. The release of SOCO in 2013 was a milestone. SOCO is an in-house development
available for internal use but not commercially.

PE2
(2008)

•Static pinch tool

SOCO
(2013)

•Heat exchanger network
•Time dependent stream definition
•Storage simulation

SolarSOCO
(2018 ongoing)

•Solar proposal in
heat exchange
networks
•Solar simulation

Figure 2: Pinch tool development at AEE INTEC

SOCO and its successor SolarSOCO have two main features:



DL5.1

Heat Exchanger Network (HEN) Proposal: Based on a defined stream list of hot and cold mass
flows, a heat recovery network is suggested with heat exchangers and heat storages.
HEN Simulation: The HX and storage network can be drawn in an implemented flow sheet,
where the defined streams, HXs and storages are linked to the respective icons. The flow
sheet simulation solves the nonlinear energy balance iteratively in each time step with
definable convergence criteria.
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b. Heat exchanger networks in SOCO
i. HEN Proposal in SOCO
The SOCO concept bases on a deterministic algorithm which suggests - based on three weighting
criteria - a heat exchanger and storage network. The algorithm combines the elements of Pinch
analysis, where time variability has additionally been considered, and a newly developed storage
optimization algorithm.
Pinch analysis is a proven methodology first introduced by Linnhoff et al. (1983)1 It has been further
developed and adapted ever since, best summarized in Kemp (2007)2. An important part is the
consideration of the time variability of heat sources and heat sinks. The review of Fernández et al.
(2012)3 on heat recovery for batch (= time variable) processes gives an overview of the different
approaches of the scientific community.
In SOCO this time variability is addressed by matching all hot streams (heat sources) with all cold
streams (heat sinks) and weighs the overall heat exchanger network based on three weighting
criteria (see Figure 4). On top of this stream matching, the algorithm evaluates the placing of a heat
storage in order to increase the amount of transferable heat.

Linnhoff, B. & Hindmarsh, E., 1983. The Pinch Design Method for Heat Exchanger Networks.
Chemical Engineering Science, 38(5), pp.745–763.
1

2

Kemp, I. C., 2007. Pinch Analysis and Process Integration 2nd ed. B. E. A. Thomas, ed., IChemE.

Fernández, I. et al., 2012. A review: Energy recovery in batch processes. Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews, 16(4), pp.2260–2277.
3
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These are the corner stones of the SOCO algorithm, which is presented in Fluch et al. (2012)4 and
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: HEN proposal algorithm of SOCO (Fluch et al. 2012)4

First, hot and cold streams are matched based on an adapted time slice model that fully considers
time variable stream properties (varying mass flow and temperature). At this stage, storages are
included in a simplified way. At the second part of the algorithm, the storage is optimized (decision
on storage type, storage volume, hydraulic integration, heat loss consideration, port height and
properties). The best network in terms of energy target is than chosen (Fluch et al. 2012) 4.
The three weighting criteria are calculated according to the equations shown in Figure 4. Each HX is
individually evaluated based on these 3 criteria.

Fluch, J., Brunner, C. & Muster-Slawitsch, B., 2012. SOCO – Storage Optimization Concepts in
Industries, Commerce and District Heating Businesses. Chemical Engineering Transactions, 29,
pp.493–498.
4
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m
cp
∆T
E
Q
t

mass flow [kg/s]
specific heat capacity [kJ/kg.K]
Temperature difference [K]
Energy [kWh]
Duty/Power [kW]
Operation time [h]

Figure 4: Equations of weighting criteria4

Following list shall show the considered points also highlighted in Figure 5:












DL5.1

The storage volume is dependent on several different parameters. The basic volume is
defined by the ‘storable energy’ of the two matched streams. The calculated heat losses
influence the storage volume as well as the non-usable storage volume above the highest
port and below the lowest port.
The storage height and diameter are calculated based on the storage volume. The shape is
assumed to be a cylinder and in order to minimize the heat losses the storage height and
diameter are equal, which leads to the lowest possible surface/volume ratio.
Exponential characteristic curve for insulation (insulation thickness in dependence of the
storage volume)
Exponential characteristic curve for port height (relative port height in dependence of the
storage volume)
Exponential characteristic curve for port heat losses (heat loss rate [W/K] in dependence of
the storage volume). Additionally, the port type and the port material (steel or stainless steel)
are considered in the calculation of the port heat losses.
Linear characteristic curve for heat losses (heat losses in dependence of the storage
volume). The hereby calculated heat losses are transformed to an equivalent volume. This
volume is subtracted from the original maximal volume, resulting in the usable storage
volume.
Linear characteristic curve for port diameter and velocity (diameter and velocity in
dependence of storage volume)
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Figure 5: Storage definition in HEN Simulation

The above described SOCO algorithm results in a HX and storage proposal. The configurations of the
suggested HXs and storages can be adapted and further analysed in the HEN Simulation. SOCO
supports the user in the decision of combining multiple storages with similar temperature profiles to
one storage unit.

ii. HEN Simulation in SOCO
Energy flow simulation in heat exchangers and storages can be done based on a user-defined Visio
drawing of the thermal energy system. An iteratively working calculation solver has been developed
and integrated which solves the (in case of storages non)-linear energy balance. The solver
algorithm solves the problem step wise. In case of dependencies between components, the
components are calculated several times. Basic requirements defining whether components are
solvable or not and results of each component calculation are as follows:






DL5.1

Heat exchangers: input streams (mass flows and temperatures) are required; transferred
energy and heat exchange are calculated as well as remaining energy demand and
availability. In case of a heat exchanger being placed after a storage tank with varying
level, the ideal outflow of the storage for the subsequent heat exchange is calculated.
Storages: mass flows and temperatures of input streams as well as mass flows of output
streams are required; temperatures of outgoing streams at specified port heights as well as
temperature stratification within the storage and losses are calculated. The integrated
storage model has been developed at the TU Graz.
Mixers: two input streams are required (mass flows and temperatures); the outgoing stream is
calculated.
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Temperature defined mixer: the definition of the output stream is required; SOCO calculates
the mass flow of the input streams based on the given mass flow and temperature of the
output stream.
Splitter with known splitting rate: requires one known stream (either input or output)
Splitter with unknown splitting rate: requires two known streams (either input or output); the
3rd stream connected to the splitter is calculated. In this splitter type the splitting ratio may
vary in each time step.

The defined HXs and storages can now be put together in a network. SOCO provides the possibility
of drawing the network in a flow sheet. A set of drawing icons are provided as listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Icons in SOCO and their application (Glatzl 2014)5

Icon

Name

Description

Heat exchanger (with
max heat transfer)

This represents the default heat
exchanger. The maximum possible
heat transfer will be executed

Heat exchangers

These are other heat exchanger icons
with the same functionality as the
icon above.

Heat exchanger (with
defined temperatures)

The outlet temperature of the heat
sink or the heat source respectively
can be defined with a constant
value.

Variable level storage

Requires one inlet and one outlet.

Fixed level storage

Requires a double port connection on
both sides connected directly to a
heat exchanger.

Stream

The streams are linked to this icon.

Measuring instrument

Supporting icon; must be linked with a
stream.

Glatzl - 2014 - Verification and Evaluation of the Heat Integration Tool SOCO, Diploma Thesis, FH
Burgenland
5
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Splitter/Mixer

Streams can be split and mixed with
these icons.

Connector

The above-mentioned icons must be
connected with the connector. A red
connection point indicates the proper
fit.

Once a component is solved the solver-matrix is updated with new information. Some components
will become solvable, whereas others might have been influenced by the prior calculation and will
need to be solved again. In case no component is solvable, the calculation starts the ‘init-mode’.
Only HX calculations can be started with ‘init-streams’. The result of these calculations reveals new
streams with which the other components are solved.
Results can be viewed as diagrams (examples shown in Table 2) and data can be as well exported
to Excel for further processing. The effect of changes in the system configurations can be analyzed
by changing the Visio drawing and the respective settings of the equipment (heat exchangers,
storages, splitter, or mixers).
Table 2: Results of HEN Simulation in SOCO: Flow sheet diagrams of heat exchangers, storages and connectors

Type of equipment
List of diagrams

Exemplary screenshot of the respective type

Heat exchanger
Mass flow
Start temperatures
End temperatures
Duty

DL5.1
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Storage
Temperature stratification
Heat losses
Overflow

Stream/Connector
Mass flow
Specific enthalpy
Enthalpy
Start temperatures
End temperatures

c. Developments of SolarSOCO
i. HEN Proposal with Solar in SolarSOCO
Solar has been included as another component in SOCO next to heat exchangers and heat
storages. In the Solar Thermal Settings (Figure 6) following settings are possible:








DL5.1

Min. Area: minimal aperture area of the solar thermal field
Available Area: maximal aperture area of the solar thermal field
Min. Power: minimal thermal capacity (power) of the solar field
T distribution: temperature drop between solar thermal flow temperature and cold
composite curve
Temp. steps: solar thermal fields are suggested for different flow temperatures. Temp. steps
defines the number of increments between the Pinch point temperature and the maximal
composite curve temperature
Calculate below pinch T: also allows solar thermal below the pinch point. Accord
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Figure 6: Parameter settings in SolarSOCO

As a basis for both the HEN Proposal and the HEN Simulation the location and with it the solar

radiation file needs to be defined as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Import of solar radiation files in SolarSOCO

Based on that one solar thermal collector field with a heat storage is suggested. The concrete
methodology in which order it is suggested in relation to the HEN is yet to be determined.

ii. HEN Simulation with Solar in SolarSOCO
Multiple Solar Thermal collectors can be defined in the Solar Thermal section of SolarSOCO. The
component is defined with the 3 collector efficiency factors, the inclination of the modules, the
aperture and gross area of the collector and the required target temperature of the flow line (Figure
8).

DL5.1
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Figure 8: Solar component definition in SolarSOCO

In the HEN Simulation, the collector can be dragged as a type into the build in Visio flow sheet. If it
should load a fixed level storage then a heat exchanger is needed in between. If it is connected to
a variable level storage, then no heat exchanger is needed.

Figure 9: Implementation of the Solar model in the HEN Simulation of SolarSOCO

DL5.1
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4. Simulation models for storage technologies (FISE, CIEMAT, UEVORA,
METU)
Although storage is already a part of the SolarSOCO tool, new storage models could be
implemented if they follow a certain structure (i.e. inputs/outputs and calculation of certain KPIs).
Therefore, as part of the INSHIP project we conducted a survey on storage models and how the
partners do model them in order to have a good overview.
The storage models, collected amongst the various institutions partnering in the INSHIP project, are
divided into sensible, latent and steam storage types. Furthermore, a link is included to experimental
measurements and how they can be used to validate or parametrize a model.

a. Sensible storage systems
i. Two-tanks storage (FISE)
Description
Two-tank storages consist of two tanks, one hot tank (at upper temperature level) and one cold tank
(at lower temperature level). Hot fluid enters the hot tank and is stored there. Afterwards, the process
consumes the hot fluid or cools it down. The fluid next enters the cold storage and then gets heated
up by solar collectors or other heat sources. For high temperature applications, it is common to use
molten salt as a storage medium. In this case heat exchangers are used to transfer the heat to the
molten salt cycle. A sketch of typical two-tank storage is shown in Figure 10 (indirect
charging/discharging).

Figure 10: Scheme of two-tank storage

The model considers perfect mix of fluids in both vessels. Heat losses to ambient are considered by
constant temperature gradients in K/h that can be adjusted. The heat exchanger model uses the
common NTU method. The inputs and parameters of the storage model are listed below:
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Simulation environment
All our simulation models are incorporated in our in-house simulation tool ColSim. This software
performs fast dynamic system simulations at an adjustable level of detail. The tool is optimized for
solar thermal process heat applications and solar thermal power plants. For a customizable plant
layout each component can be connected by inputs and outputs and can be described by
parameters in a graphical user interface. At Fraunhofer ISE there exists an extensive library of
detailed models for each component in a solar thermal plant. As solar field technology (parabolic
trough, linear Fresnel, flat plate collectors, etc.), stratified storage, 2-tank storage, steam drum, heat
exchangers, pumps and concentrating solar tower and power block (in case power is produced).
The code is accessible and can be further adapted to new developments and technologies. Most
of the models consider transient effects which enables dynamic system simulation. ColSim is written
in the programming language C/C++. There are four types of storage models available: Two-tank
storage (hot tank and cold tank, for high temperature applications), single-tank stratified
thermocline model, PCM storage and steam drum (short-term steam storage).
Inputs
Table 3: Inputs to two-tank storage (Fraunhofer ISE)

Inputs
Fluid inlet properties

Unit
Several

Comment
Mass flow, temperature,
enthalpy, pressure

Parameters
Table 4: Parameters to two-tank storage (Fraunhofer ISE)

Parameters
Storage volume
Upper temperature level
Lower temperature level
Storage fluid

Unit
m³
°C
°C
-

Temperature loss gradient
Initial fluid level hot/cold storage

K/h
%

Comment
To calculate storage capacity
To calculate storage capacity
Fluid properties are calculated
with internal fluid property
library

Outputs
Table 5: Outputs to two-tank storage (Fraunhofer ISE)

Outputs
Fluid outlet properties

Unit
Several

Storage level
Storage temperature

%
°C

Comment
Mass flow, temperature,
enthalpy, pressure

Link to experimental results
Information is needed on the storage volume as well as on the heat transfer fluid properties (most
importantly heat capacity and density) as a function of temperature. Furthermore, the temperature
loss per hour needs to be derived from measurements. Ideally this is measured during stand-by times
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of the storage at different fluid levels and typical ambient conditions. The calculated mean value
serves as parameter for the storage model. The simulated charged and discharged thermal energy
as well as tank temperatures can be validated with experimental measurements.

ii. Two-tanks storage system (CIEMAT)
Description
A two-tank storage system consists of two tanks, one hot tank (at upper temperature level) and one
cold tank (at lower temperature level). The fluid used in the storage system can be the same as the
fluid used in the heater (solar field, gas boiler, etc.). In this case a heat exchanger (HX) is not
necessary. But in general, there are two different circuits and also two different fluids, and a heat
exchanger is necessary. In this case, in the charging process the cold fluid is heated in the heat
exchanger and enters into the hot tank where it is stored. In the discharging process the hot fluid of
the hot tank gives up its heat in the heat exchanger and then it is stored in the cold tank.
Different fluids can be used as thermal storage medium (thermal oils, molten salts, etc.) but, for high
temperature applications, it is common to use molten salt as a storage medium. In this case, heat
exchangers are used to transfer the heat to the molten salt cycle. A sketch of typical two-tank
storage is shown in Figure 11 (indirect charging/discharging).

Figure 11: Scheme of two-tank storage (left) and picture of a storage system in a STEP in Spain (right) (source
Torresol Energy).

The simulation model of the two-tank storage system needs two blocks that simulate the thermal
behaviour of each tank (with variable volume and with different kind of fluids) and a heat
exchanger model. The simulation model of each tank is based on the “variable volume tank”
component from the TRNSYS standard library that has been improved by incorporating thermophysical properties depending on temperature and an output that gives storage level as
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percentage of the hot tank volume6. The simulation model also allows controlling the input and
output flow when the storage level is full and when it is at the minimum value. Besides, the thermal
model uses an energy balance between input useful power, output useful power, thermal losses and
energy stored in the tank.
The variable-volume tank component models a fully-mixed tank with a constant cross-sectional area
that contains a variable quantity of liquid storage medium. In its simplest form, a single flow enters
from a hot source and a single flow stream exits to a load. Since the incoming and outgoing flows
do not need to be equal, the level of fluid in the tank can vary. The level is allowed to vary between
user specified high- and low-level limits. If the lower limit is reached, the load flow necessary to
maintain this level is considered an output rather than the desired load flow. If the volume of fluid
exceeds the upper limit, then the excess flow necessary to keep the tank at the upper limit is set as
an output. There are two modes for handling excess flow when the upper limit is reached. In mode
1, excess flow mixes with the contents of the tank to simulate a recirculation flow stream. In this
case, the temperature of the excess flow stream is the temperature of the contents of the tank. In
mode 2, the excess incoming fluid stream is diverted from the tank. The temperature of the diverted
stream is equal to that of the incoming flow stream.
In order to simulate startup processes, this component allows the subtraction of a certain amount of
energy from the tank. This value will be subtracted from the tank energy and this fact will decrease
the overall fluid temperature in the tank. In addition, as mentioned before, the original TRNSYS
component has been improved by incorporating thermo-physical properties depending on
temperature and an output that gives storage level as percentage of the hot tank volume. Finally,
heat losses coefficients either for the wetted part of tanks, in contact with the fluid, or for the dry
part, have been considered.
Simulation environment
The simulation models developed by Ciemat, including a two-tank storage system, have been
implemented in TRNSYS, which is a flexible graphically-based software environment used to simulate
the behaviour of transient systems. TRNSYS is made up of two parts. The first is an engine (called the
kernel) that reads and processes the input file, iteratively solves the system, determines
convergence, and plots system variables. The second part of TRNSYS is an extensive library of
components, each of which models the performance of one part of the system. Models are
constructed in such a way that users can modify existing components or write their own, extending
the capabilities of the environment. The tool allows reproducing the thermal and hydraulic
behaviour of solar thermal system coupled to an industrial process or a solar thermal power plant. In
this environment each component of the system can be connected by inputs and outputs and can
be characterized by parameters. Ciemat has developed an extensive library of detailed models for
each component in a solar thermal system, like solar collectors (parabolic trough, linear Fresnel),
stratified storage, 2-tank storage, heat exchangers, pipes, pumps and power block (in case power is
produced). The code is accessible and can be further adapted to new developments and
technologies. Most of the models consider transient effects which enables dynamic system
Biencinto M., González L., Zarza E., Díez L.E., Muñoz-Antón, J. “Performance model and annual yield
comparison of parabolic-trough solar thermal power plants with either nitrogen or synthetic oil as
heat transfer fluid”. Energy Conversion and Management 87 (2014) 238-249.
6
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simulation. TRNSYS is written in the programming language Fortran. There are four types of storage
models available: Two-tank storage (hot tank and cold tank), single-tank stratified thermocline
model, PCM storage and steam drum.
The inputs and output variables and parameters of the variable-volume tank model for a two-tank
storage system are listed below:
Inputs
Table 6: Inputs to variable-volume tank model for two-tank storage system (CIEMAT).

Inputs
Inlet temperature
Inlet flow rate

Unit
oC
kg/s

Flow rate to load
Environment temperature
Energy for start-up

kg/s
oC
J

Comment
Temperature of the fluid entering the tank
Mass flow rate of the fluid entering the
tank
Flow rate demanded by the load
Ambient temperature
Energy for instant start-up of the plant

Parameters
Table 7: Parameters to variable-volume tank model for two-tank storage system (CIEMAT).

Parameters
Tank operation mode

Unit
-

Overall volume
Min. & Max. fluid volume
Tank diameter
Heat losses coefficients
Initial fluid properties
Min. fluid temperature
Fluid type

m³
m³
m
W/m2K
Several
m
-

Comment
Operation mode in max. volume
conditions (1: recirculate fluid; 2: divert
fluid)
Overall tank volume
Min. & max. volume of fluid inside the tank
Wet & Dry losses coefficients
Temperature, volume
Before using external heaters
Fluid code to calculate thermo-physical
properties

Outputs
Table 8: Outputs to variable-volume tank model for two-tank storage system (CIEMAT).

Outputs
Fluid temperature

Unit
oC

Load flow rate
Excess fluid temperature & flow

kg/s
oC, kg/s

Fluid volume & mass
Enthalpy difference

m3, kg
J

Environment losses
Internal energy change
Level indicator
Storage load
Power consumed

W
J
%
W

DL5.1

Comment
Temperature of the outlet fluid and inside
the tank
Outlet mass flow rate to load
Temperature & mass flow of recirculated
(mode 1) or diverted flow stream (mode 2)
when a max. volume condition is reached
Volume & mass of fluid inside the tank
Difference in enthalpies between
outgoing and incoming flow streams
Thermal losses to environment
Energy variation since simulation start
Level code (-1: empty; 0: halfway; 1: full)
Capacity percentage load in volume
Thermal power consumed by auxiliary
heaters to maintain min. temperature
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Link to experimental results
Information is needed on storage volume and dimensions. Overall coefficients for heat losses can be
derived from measurements. Besides, the two-tank storage model using molten salts as storage fluid
has been validated with experimental results from solar thermal power plants for electricity
production based on solar fields with parabolic-trough collectors.

iii. Single-tank stratified storage (FISE)
Description
In Thermocline storages, the hot and cold fluid is stored in one tank, separated only by density
differences. During charging the hot fluid (at lower density) is entering at the top and the cold fluid is
extracted from the bottom. The ISE model is always modelled as a perfect cylinder (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Sketch of thermocline storage

For the thermocline model special emphasis is put on the heat transfer and discretization of
convective fluxes with the spatial derivative. The model tries to fill the gap between complex threedimensional CFD models and simplified one-dimensional models that use a first order scheme. While
CFD models are very runtime intensive, one-dimensional models with a first-order scheme often lead
to stratification profiles that highly depend on the number of nodes and are therefore, prone to
numerical errors. System simulations are usually performed for one full year, so acceptable
computing time for all component models involved is a prerequisite. For this reason, a onedimensional model is implemented. To reduce the numerical error of a first order scheme, a third
order scheme is used in the next described model. The used QUICK scheme is usually applied to all
convective fluxes in CFD software7 . As this scheme may often lead to oscillations, the ULTIMATE
scheme was used for limiting the unphysical rise of fluxes 8 .

Seubert, B., Müller, R., Willert, D., Fluri, T., Experimental Results from Laboratory-Scale Molten Salt
Thermocline Storage, Proceedings of the 22th SolarPACES, Abu Dhabi, 2016.
7

Karl, M., Seubert, B., Müller, R., Fluri, T., Nitz, P., Experimental Performance Evaluation of a
Laboratory-Scale Molten Salt Thermocline Storage, Proceedings of the 23th SolarPACES, Santiago,
Chile, 2017.
8
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Besides the implementation of the stratification, other destratification effects are taken into account.
Firstly, the heat conduction in the tank wall is considered, which is particularly relevant for small
storages with a rather high wall area to volume ratio, like it is the case for lab-scale storages.
Secondly, turbulence at the storage inlet is considered as a further contributor to the widening of the
thermocline. Also heat losses to ambient are taken into consideration by calculating the heat
transfer to ambient based on storage temperature and wall properties.
Same as for the two-tank model, the storage can be charged directly or indirectly with the help of
heat exchangers.
Simulation environment
This model is implemented in the same in-house simulation software ColSim as the two-tank storage.
Inputs
Table 9: Inputs to stratified storage model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Inputs
Fluid inlet properties
Ambient temperature

Unit
Several
°C

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure
For calculation of heat losses

Parameters
Table 10: Parameters to stratified storage model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Parameters
Storage volume
Storage height

Unit
m³
m

Upper temperature level
Lower temperature level
Storage fluid

°C
°C
-

Wall material

Several

Insulation material

Several

Wall thickness
Insulation thickness
Initial fluid temperature
Number of nodes

m
m
°C
-

Comment
For the calculation of cylinder radius and
wall area
To calculate storage capacity
To calculate storage capacity
Fluid properties are calculated with
internal fluid property library
Wall properties are calculated with
internal property library
Insulation properties are calculated with
internal property library
Constant fluid temperature

Outputs
Table 11: Outputs to stratified storage model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Outputs
Fluid outlet properties
Temperature profile

Unit
several
°C

Storage Level

%

DL5.1

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure
Temperature at different heights of
storage
based on temperature profile
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Link to experimental results
Information is needed on the storage volume, height, wall and insulation materials as well as the
heat transfer fluid properties (most importantly heat capacity, density and viscosity) as a function of
temperature. Experimental results can be used to validate the stratification profile, influence of
turbulences at the storage inlet or amount of charged a discharged heat.

iv. Single-tank stratified storage with solid filler (CIEMAT)
Description
In thermocline storages, the hot and cold fluid is stored in one tank, separated only by density
differences in the thermocline (see Figure 13). During charging the hot fluid (at lower density) is
entering at the top of the tank and the cold fluid is extracted from the bottom. During discharging,
the process is reversed, extracting hot fluid from the top and entering cold fluid at the bottom.

Figure 13: Sketch of thermocline storage.

Thermocline tanks do not behave like two-tank storage systems in terms of outlet temperature as
function of time. While the two-tank system provides maximum constant storage fluid temperature,
Tmax, during the whole discharging process until tend; fluid outlet temperature for a thermocline tank
starts decreasing after a certain time, tpartial-discharge, down to the minimum temperature, Tmin, when full
discharge time, tfull-discharge, is attained (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Outlet temperature profile as a function of time for initial discharge processes corresponding to both
a two-tank storage system (green) and a single thermocline storage tank (orange).

The model simulates the thermal behaviour of a cylindrical tank with both a thermal fluid and a solid
filler. Thermocline tank modelling has been carried out using a dimensionless algebraic expression for
temperature profiles9. Assuming a single-phase one-dimensional model, this expression describes
thermocline tank behaviour by means of sigmoidal function, which accurately provides
dimensionless temperature profiles for both dynamic and stand-by processes10. In order to overcome
some limitations of this simplified approach, such as situations in which the thermocline region is not
fully inside the tank, the model includes the possibility of applying equivalent temperature profiles.
Same as for the two-tank model, the storage can be charged directly or indirectly with the help of
heat exchangers.
Simulation environment
This model is implemented as a user-developed component in the same simulation environment
TRNSYS as the two-tank storage.
Inputs
Table 12: Inputs to stratified storage model (CIEMAT).

Inputs
Fluid inlet flow

Unit
kg/s

Comment
Inlet mass flow rate (>0 for discharge;
<0 for charge)

R. Bayón, E. Rojas, “Analytical function describing the behavior of a thermocline storage tank: a
requirement for annual simulations of solar thermal power plants”, Int. Journal of Heat and Mass
Transfer, 68 (2014) 641- 648
9

Biencinto M., Bayon R., Rojas E., Gonzalez L. “Simulation and assessment of operation strategies for
solar thermal power plants with a thermocline storage tank”. Solar Energy 103 (2014) 456-472.
10
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Parameters
Table 13: Parameters to stratified storage model (CIEMAT).

Parameters
Min. & Max. temperatures
Tank dimensions
Initial TC position & size

Unit
oC
m
m

Liquid properties

Several

Solid properties

Several

Solid porosity
Alpha value

-

Equivalent TC

-

Comment
Min. & Max. fluid temperatures
Height & diameter of the tank
Initial position & size of the thermocline
region
Fluid density, specific heat, thermal
conductivity
Solid density, specific heat, thermal
conductivity
Void fraction in the solid medium
Characteristic parameter for the
normal distribution confidence interval
to calculate thermocline size
Apply equivalent thermoclines (0: no; 1:
yes)

Outputs
Table 14: Outputs to stratified storage model (CIEMAT).

Outputs
Fluid outlet temperature

Unit
oC

Fluid outlet flow

kg/s

TC position & size
Storage level

m
%

Level indicator

-

Dynamic time
Outlet position

s
-

Comment
Fluid temperature at top (discharge) or
bottom (charge) outlet of the tank
Outlet mass flow rate (>0 for discharge;
<0 for charge)
Position & size of the thermocline region
Capacity percentage level in terms of
energy
Level code (-2: totally discharged, no TC; 1: discharged, TC at top; 0: partially
charged; 1: charged, TC at bottom; 2:
totally charged, no TC)
Time in dynamic state since last stop
Last outlet position (0: bottom-charge; 1:
top-discharge)

Link to experimental results
Information is needed on the tank dimensions as well as the fluid & solid properties (heat capacity,
density and thermal conductivity), along with solid porosity. Experimental results can be used to
validate the stratification profile or amount of charged and discharged heat.
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v. Single-tank dual-media stratified storage (UEVORA)
Description
Thermocline technology consists in using one single-tank to store heat. The tank is never empty and
can contain fluid (single-medium) or fluid and solid (dual-media). During charge and discharge, top
of the tank is hot while bottom is cold. The hot and the cold zones are separated by a thermal
gradient that must be the highest possible. During charging the hot fluid (at lower density) is entering
at the top of the tank and the cold fluid is extracted from the bottom (Figure 15a). During
discharging, the process is reversed, extracting hot fluid from the top and entering cold fluid at the
bottom (Figure 15b).

(a) Thermocline charge from a low temperature TL to a high temperature TH

(b) Thermocline charge from a low temperature TL to a high temperature TH
Figure 15: Thermocline charge (a) and discharge (b) concepts and outlet fluid temperatures

The model11 simulates the thermal behaviour of a cylindrical tank with a thermal fluid and a solid as
storage media. Modelling has been carried out by resolving heat equation for the fluid, the solid and
the wall of the tank. The wall accounts for a non-negligible part of the stored heat when considering
small-scale systems. Equations are the following:
∂Tf
∂Tf
∂2 Tf hconv,f⟷s ⋅ Af⟷s
hconv,f⟷w ⋅ Af⟷w
ε ⋅ ρf ⋅ Cf ⋅ (
+ uf ⋅
) = kf ⋅ 2 +
⋅ (Ts − Tf ) +
⋅ (Tw − Tf )
∂t
∂z
∂z
Vf + Vs
Vf + Vs
∂Ts
∂2 Ts hconv,f⟷s ⋅ Af⟷s
(1 − ε) ⋅ ρs ⋅ Cs ⋅
= ks ⋅ 2 +
⋅ (Tf − Ts )
∂t
∂z
Vf + Vs

J.-F. Hoffmann, T. Fasquelle, V. Goetz, X. Py, “A thermocline thermal energy storage system with
filler materials for concentrated solar power plants: Experimental data and numerical model
sensitivity to different experimental tank scales”, Applied Thermal Engineering 100 (2016), 753-761.
11
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ρw ⋅ Cw ⋅
With:
-

∂Tw
∂2 Tw hconv,f⟷w ⋅ Af⟷w
1
= kw ⋅
+
⋅ (Tf − Tw ) +
⋅ (Tw − Tamb )
∂t
∂z 2
Vw
R th,w⟷amb ⋅ Vw

‘f’, ‘s’ and ‘w’ standing for fluid, solid and wall, respectively;
‘amb’ stands for ambient;
ε: the tank void fraction (porosity);
ρ: density of a material (kg.m-3)
C: the specific heat of a material (J.kg-1.K-1);
T: the temperature of a material (°C or K);
t: the time variable (s);
z: the height variable (m);
uf : the fluid interstitial velocity (m.s-1)
k: the thermal conductivity of a material (W.m-1.K-1);
V: the total volume of a material within the tank (m3);
hconv : the convection coefficient between two materials (W.m -2.K-1).
R th,w⟷amb : the total thermal resistance between the wall and the ambient (K.W -1).

The model only works with liquid fluids, which properties can vary. It can use constant inlets or inlets
varying with time.
Simulation environment
Tank is discretized into hundreds of control volumes. Using the finite difference method, the resulting
equation system is solved with a code developed in Matlab or Scilab.
Inputs
Table 15: Inputs to single-tank dual-media storage model of UEVORA.

Inputs
Storage mode

Unit
/

Inlet mass flow rate
Inlet fluid temperature
Ambient temperature
Initial temperature profile

kg/s
°C or K
°C or K
°C or K

Comment
Charge or discharge. Model is identical but initial
temperature vector is reversed
Can vary with time
Can vary with time
Can vary with time
Can come from experimental measurements and
values will be interpolated for the simulation initial
state

Parameters
Table 16: Parameters to single-tank dual-media storage model of UEVORA.

Parameters
Low temperature

Unit
°C or K

High temperature

°C or K

Fluid properties

Various

DL5.1

Comment
Used to calculate efficiency and thermocline
thickness
Used to calculate efficiency and thermocline
thickness
Density, specific heat, thermal conductivity and
viscosity. Variations with temperature
(correlations)
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Solid properties

Various

Wall properties

Various

Void fraction/Porosity
Insulation properties

/
Various

Tank internal height

m

Tank internal radius
Tank wall thickness

m
m

Solid particle average
diameter
Low threshold temperature

m

High threshold temperature

°C or K

°C or K

Density, specific heat and thermal conductivity.
Variations with temperature (correlations)
Density, specific heat and thermal conductivity.
Variations with temperature (correlations)
Volume of fluid divided by tank internal volume
Thickness, thermal conductivity (variation with
temperature)
Without expansion volume or additional volume
that is not considered as part of the storage
system
Can be an effective thickness in order to take into
account the weight of other metallic parts
(baskets, supports, etc.)
Model considers particles as spheres with a low
Biot number
Corresponds to the maximum temperature that is
allowed by the downstream process during
charge. It is used to calculate thermocline
thickness and charging efficiency
Corresponds to the minimum temperature that is
allowed by the downstream process during
discharge. It is used to calculate thermocline
thickness and discharging efficiency

Outputs
Table 17: Outputs to the single-tank dual-media storage model of UEVORA.

Outputs
Outlet fluid temperature
Charging/Discharging power
Heat losses
Charging/Discharging
efficiency
Thermocline thickness

Unit
°C or K
W
W
/
m or %

Comment
Varying with time
Varying with time
Also called Utilization rate, it corresponds to the
effectively used capacity of storage of the system
It corresponds to the part of the tank that is inbetween the two defined thresholds. It varies over
time

Link to experimental results
Information is needed on the tank dimensions as well as the fluid & solid properties (heat capacity,
density and thermal conductivity), along with solid porosity. Experimental results can be used to
validate the stratification profile or amount of charged and discharged heat.
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b. Latent storage systems
i. PCM storage (FISE)
Description
Phase Change Materials (PCMs) store latent heat. For the PCM storage model heat is transferred
from a heat transfer fluid to the PCM material. The PCM material is considered as one node, so no
spatial resolution is considered. Within one time step the whole PCM mass has the same properties
and heat losses are currently not considered. The storage is considered “full”, if the PCM is
completely liquid; the storage is considered “empty”, if the PCM is completely solid. Sensible heat
storage is not considered. Therefore, the PCM temperature is always equal to its melting
temperature. The maximum storage capacity is equal to the melting enthalpy of the PCM mass. The
ratio of fluid PCM to total PCM mass is equal to the charging level of the storage model. The PCM
mass and material as well as the heat transfer area are parameters that mainly define the properties
of this storage.
The transferred heat Q̇ is calculated by the heat transfer area A, the temperature difference of heat
transfer fluid and PCM TWTM − TPCM as well as the heat transfer coefficient k with the following
equation:
Q̇ = k ∙ A ∙ (THTF − TPCM )
A more detailed model was used to derive equations for the heat transfer coefficient during
charging and discharging depending on the current charging level x.
k=A ∙x+B
A and B depend on the properties of the PCM, the storage layout and HTF mass flow. Also, they vary
for charging and discharging cycle. The parameters are derived from detailed models or
experimental results.
Simulation environment
This model is implemented in the same in-house simulation software ColSim as the two-tank storage.
Inputs
Table 18: Inputs to PCM storage model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Inputs
Fluid inlet properties

Unit
Several

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure

Parameters
Table 19: Parameters to PCM storage model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Parameters
PCM material

DL5.1

Unit

Comment
To calculate latent heat and melting
temperature by internal fluid property
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library
Thermal capacity
Heat transfer area
A
B
Initial charging level

kWh
m²
According to equation above
According to equation above
%

Outputs
Table 20: Outputs to PCM storage model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Outputs
Fluid outlet properties
Charging Level

Unit
Several
%

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure

Link to experimental results
Information is needed on the heat transfer fluid properties (most importantly heat capacity and
density) as a function of temperature. On the PCM side, the latent heat of the phase change, the
thermal capacity, heat transfer area as well as the parameters A and B define the performance of
the storage. Experimental results can be used to obtain parameters A and B in the charging and
discharging case. Furthermore, experimental results can be used for model validation.

ii. PCM storage system (CIEMAT)
Description
This component models a simplified Latent Heat Storage Tank filled with a Phase Change Material
(PCM) that interchanges thermal energy with a water/steam flow at constant temperature (i. e.
phase change temperature). The water/steam flow may yield energy to the PCM (in a charge
process), causing steam condensation when the fluid is at saturation conditions, or retrieve energy
from the PCM (in a discharge process), thus involving water evaporation when saturation conditions
are attained.
The thermal power interchanged is calculated by means of simplified heat balance. The
corresponding heat transfer coefficients are obtained from the minimum temperature differences
between water and PCM in either charging or discharging processes, given as model parameters.
The same properties are considered for the whole PCM mass, and heat losses are currently not
considered. The maximum storage capacity is equal to the melting enthalpy of the PCM mass.
Hence, the storage level is calculated as the ratio of thermal energy stored in the PCM to the
maximum storage capacity. The relative level of storage in the tank will be 0 for a tank with no latent
heat stored, which represents an empty storage with all the PCM in solid state, or 1 for a full storage
level, with all the PCM in liquid state.
Simulation environment
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This model is implemented as a user-developed component in the same simulation environment
TRNSYS as the two-tank storage.
Inputs
Table 21: Inputs to PCM storage model (CIEMAT).

Inputs
Water/steam inlet properties

Unit
Several

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, pressure, steam
quality

Parameters
Table 22: Parameters to PCM storage model (CIEMAT).

Parameters
PC temperature & enthalpy
PCM mass
Temperature differences

Unit
oC, J/kg
Kg
oC

Initial storage level

-

Comment
Phase change temperature & latent heat
Total mass of PCM inside the tank
Minimum temperature differences
between PCM and water/steam in
charging & discharging
Relative storage level (0: empty; 1: full)

Outputs
Table 23: Outputs to PCM storage model (CIEMAT).

Outputs
Water/steam outlet properties

Unit
Several

Thermal power interchanged

W

Thermal energy
Storage level

J
-

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, pressure, steam
quality
Positive for charging; negative for
discharging
Thermal energy stored in the tank
Relative storage level (0: empty; 1: full)

Link to experimental results
The latent heat and temperature of the phase change, the mass of PCM and minimum temperature
differences between water and PCM define the performance of the storage system. The
parameters in the charging and discharging case can be derived from detailed models or
experimental results. Furthermore, experimental results can be used for model validation.

iii. PCM storage system (UEVORA)
Description
The model simulates the thermal behaviour of a latent heat storage (LHS) system. Vertical cylindrical
metallic containers enclosing a phase change material (PCM), with the heat transfer fluid (HTF)
surrounding them are inside a vertical cylindrical tank. The system modelled has one inlet (on the
bottom) and one outlet (at the top) for the HTF both in charging or discharging modes (see Figure
16). The modelling has been carried out by resolving heat equations for the fluid, the PCM material,
the PCM container wall and the wall of the tank and can be divided into a desired number of
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control volumes in the height associated axis (1D model). It also considers the thermal losses to the
surroundings taking into account thermal insulation.

Outlet
PCM
PCM wall
Fluid
Tank wall

Inlet
Figure 16: Simplified illustration of the system considered

The assumptions of the model are the following:










The tank is a vertical cylinder;
The tank’s thermal behaviour is symmetrical with respect to the axis of the vertical cylinder;
The PCM temperature is homogenous for every control volume;
The PCM does not change phase: its thermal capacity varies with temperature;
The PCM does not experience supercooling;
Phase-change happens within a temperature range of 5 °C;
Heat resistance due to PCM dual-phase is not considered;
Natural convection within the fluid and PCM are not considered;
Gravity is not considered

And the heat balance equations are:
𝜕𝑇𝑓
𝜕𝑇𝑓
+ 𝑢𝑓 ⋅
)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
𝜕 2 𝑇𝑓 𝑈𝑓↔𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅ 𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀_𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠_𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⋅ (𝑇𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 − 𝑇𝑓 ) ℎ𝑓 ⋅ 𝑆𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ⋅ (𝑇𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 − 𝑇𝑓 )
= 𝜆𝑓 ⋅
+
+
𝜕𝑧 2
𝑉𝑓
𝑉𝑓
𝜕𝑇𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝜕 2 𝑇𝑃𝐶𝑀 𝑈𝑃𝐶𝑀↔𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅ 𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀_𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ⋅ (𝑇𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 − 𝑇𝑃𝐶𝑀 )
𝜌𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅ 𝐶𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅
= 𝜆𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅
+
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧 2
𝑉𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝜕𝑇𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝜌𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅ 𝐶𝑤𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅
𝜕𝑡
𝜕 2 𝑇𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 𝑈𝑓↔𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅ 𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀_𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠_𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⋅ (𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 )
= 𝜆𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅
+
𝜕𝑧 2
𝑉𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝑈𝑃𝐶𝑀↔𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 ⋅ 𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀_𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ⋅ (𝑇𝑃𝐶𝑀 − 𝑇𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 )
+
𝑉𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝜕𝑇𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝜌𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 ⋅ 𝐶𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 ⋅
𝜕𝑡
𝜕 2 𝑇𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 ℎ𝑓 ⋅ 𝑆𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ⋅ (𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 )
1
(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 − 𝑇𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 )
= 𝜆𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 ⋅
+
+
⋅
2
𝜕𝑧
𝑉𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝜌𝑓 ⋅ 𝐶𝑓 ⋅ (
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Where:
-

-

‘f’, ‘PCM’, ‘w_PCM’ and ‘w_Tank’ stands for fluid, PCM, PCM container wall and tank wall,
respectively;
𝜌: density of a material (kg.m-3);

𝐶: specific heat of a material (J.kg-1.K-1);
𝜆: thermal conductivity a material (W.m-1.K-1);
𝑇: temperature of a material (°C);
𝑡: time variable (s);
𝑧: height variable (m);
𝑢𝑓 : velocity of the fluid (m.s-1);

-

𝑈𝑃𝐶𝑀↔𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 : global heat transfer coefficient between PCM and the PCM wall (W.m -2.K-1);
𝑈𝑓↔𝑤_𝑃𝐶𝑀 : global heat transfer coefficient between fluid and the PCM wall (W.m -2.K-1);

-

𝑈𝑓↔𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 : global heat transfer coefficient between fluid and the Tank wall (W.m -2.K-1);

-

-

𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀_𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠_𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 : heat exchange surface between fluid and PCM wall (m2);
𝑆𝑃𝐶𝑀_𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 : heat exchange surface between PCM and PCM wall (m2);
𝑆𝑤_𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 : heat exchange surface between PCM and PCM wall (m2);
ℎ𝑓 : heat transfer coefficient between fluid and walls (W.m-2.K-1);

-

𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 : heat resistance between wall and ambient (K.W-1);

-

𝑉: volume of a material (m3);

-

-

It can use constant or varying inlet temperature and mass flow over time.
Simulation environment
The storage tank can be discretized into any number of control volumes. Using the finite difference
method, the resulting equation system is solved with a code developed in Matlab / Octave,
considering a backward differential scheme for first derivative of space, a central derivative scheme
for second derivative of space and an implicit scheme for time.
Inputs
Table 24: Inputs to PCM storage model of UEVORA.

Inputs
Inlet mass flow rate
Inlet fluid temperature
Ambient temperature
Initial temperature profile

Unit
kg/s
°C or K
°C or K
°C or K

Comment
Can vary with time
Can vary with time
Can vary with time
Can come from experimental measurements

Parameters
Table 25: Parameters to PCM storage model of UEVORA.

Parameters
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Nº of PCM containers
PCM container dimensions
Tank dimensions
Tank insulation properties

m
m
Various

Thermal oil properties

Various

PCM properties

Various

PCM wall properties

Various

Tank wall properties

Various

Quantity of PCM containers inside the tank
Inner radius, thickness.
Height, radius, wall thickness
Thickness, thermal conductivity (variation with
temperature)
Density, specific heat, thermal conductivity and
viscosity. Variations with temperature
(correlations)
Density, specific heat, latent heat and thermal
conductivity. Variations with temperature
(correlations)
Density, specific heat and thermal conductivity.
Variations with temperature (correlations)
Density, specific heat and thermal conductivity.
Variations with temperature (correlations)

Outputs
Table 26: Outputs to PCM storage model of UEVORA.

Outputs
Outlet fluid temperature
Charging/Discharging power
Heat losses

Unit
°C or K
W
W

Comment
Varying with time
Varying with time
Varying with time

Link to experimental results
Information is needed on tank and PCM containers dimensions. Experimental results can be used for
model validation.

c. Steam storage
i. Steam drum (FISE)
Description
In a steam drum, steam is separated from liquid water. It can also act as short-term steam storage.
The drum was implemented with two inlets and two outlets, as shown below in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Scheme of steam drum model (2 inputs, 2 outputs)

The inlets are needed for inserting humid steam and feed water (for level control) to the drum, the
two outlets are needed to extract steam and water. The pressure within the vessel is constant, so
both, steam and water, have the same (evaporation) pressure and temperature. The volume of the
tank can be selected by the user. In each time step the mass and energy balance is solved.
The mass balance is calculated according to the following formula 6:
∑ min − ∑ mout + Δmdrum = 0
The energy balance is calculated according to the following formula 6:
∑(min ∙ hin ) − ∑(mout ∙ hout ) + Δ(mdrum ∙ hdrum ) + Vdrum ∙ Δpdrum = 0
The masses that enter and leave the storage in one-time step are defined by the control algorithm
of the system. Also, the enthalpies at the inlets depend on the outputs of other system components.
The enthalpies at the outlets, however, depend on pressure within the drum. This is why the pressure
needs to be iterated in each time step, until the energy balance equations can be solved. The
calculated pressure is the new drum pressure for the subsequent time step. The pressure is also used
to calculate the density of water and steam and therefore, the corresponding fluid level. Heat losses
are currently not considered.
Simulation environment
This model is implemented in the same in-house simulation software ColSim as the two-tank storage.
Inputs
Table 27: Inputs to steam drum model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Inputs
Wet steam inlet properties
Feed water inlet properties

DL5.1

Unit
Several
Several

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure
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Parameters
Table 28: Parameters to steam drum model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Parameters
Storage volume
Initial drum pressure
Initial fluid level

Unit
m³
Pa
%

Comment

Outputs
Table 29: Outputs to steam drum model (Fraunhofer ISE).

Outputs
Steam outlet properties
Water outlet properties
Charging Level
Drum pressure

Unit
Several
Several
%
Pa

Comment
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure
Mass flow, temperature, enthalpy, pressure

Link to experimental results
Information is needed on storage volume and heat transfer fluid properties (water; most importantly
heat capacity and density) as a function of temperature and pressure. The experimental results can
be used for model validation.

ii. Steam drum (CIEMAT)
Description
This component simulates a Steam Accumulator based on the Ruths tank concept. The tank is a
horizontal cylinder that stores energy in saturated water under pressure. During charge, the steam
gets into the tank through an inlet pipe below the water level to increase water pressure and
temperature according to the saturation point. During discharge, a pressure drop in the steam outlet
induced by a valve makes the excess energy to evaporate in the form of saturated steam by
flashing, leaving the tank at the demanded flow rate.
The accumulator is implemented, as shown below in Figure 18, with one inlet (considering the
bottom valve only for discharging) and two outlets.
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Figure 18: Scheme of steam drum model (1 input, 2 outputs) 12

The top inlet is needed for inserting wet steam to the drum; the two outlets are needed to extract
steam and water. Each time step the pressure and temperature within the vessel are calculated by
means of mass and energy balances considering the demanded flows of steam and liquid water.
The overall volume of the tank can be selected by the user, along with minimum and maximum
values of liquid volume to enable operation. In case the water level is going to be reduced below
the minimum value, the demanded outlet steam will not be delivered. On the other hand, when the
water level is going to be increased beyond the maximum value, the excess liquid will be diverted
through the liquid outlet at the bottom of the tank.
In addition, the steam pressure at the top outlet is calculated by applying a pressure loss coefficient
for the outlet steam valve, referred to the diameter of the outlet pipe that delivers steam. Finally,
thermal losses to the environment are estimated by means of heat losses coefficients either for the
wetted part of the tank, in contact with the liquid water, or for the dry part.
Simulation environment
This model is implemented as a user-developed component in the same simulation environment
TRNSYS as the two-tank storage.
Inputs
Table 30: Inputs to steam drum model (CIEMAT).

Inputs
Wet steam inlet properties

Unit
Several

Steam flow demanded
Liquid flow demanded
Ambient temperature

kg/s
kg/s
oC

Comment
Temperature, pressure, mass flow, steam
quality
For the outlet at the top of the tank
For the outlet at the bottom of the tank
Dry-bulb temperature of ambient air

Steinmann W.D., Eck M., “Buffer storage for direct steam generation”. Solar Energy 80 (2006) 12771282.
12
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Parameters
Table 31: Parameters to steam drum model (CIEMAT).

Parameters
Total volume

Unit
m³

Min. & Max. liquid volume

m³

Tank diameter
Heat losses coefficients
Pressure loss coefficient

m
W/m2K
-

Steam pipe diameter

m

Initial fluid properties

Several

Comment
Total tank volume, including liquid water
and steam
Min. & max. volume of liquid water inside
the tank to enable operation
Wet & Dry losses coefficients
Pressure losses coefficient for the outlet
steam valve, referred to the outlet pipe
diameter
Used to calculate steam velocity in Δp
estimation
Volume, temperature, pressure

Outputs
Table 32: Outputs to steam drum model (CIEMAT).

Outputs
Steam outlet properties

Unit
Several

Liquid outlet properties
Tank liquid properties
Tank steam mass
Tank storage level
Environment losses

Several
Several
kg/s
%
W

Comment
Temperature, pressure, mass flow, steam
quality
Temperature, pressure, mass flow
Volume, temperature, pressure, mass
Mass of steam inside the tank
Measured in volume
Thermal losses to the environment

Link to experimental results
Information is needed on storage volume and overall parameters regarding pressure and heat
losses. The experimental results can be used for model validation.

iii. Particle-based storage. Experimental material property
data sets for simulation models (METU)
Background
A national, industry-led proposal involving METU to develop a novel storage system that
synergistically integrates latent and sensible storage technologies was accepted in the Spring 2018,
and this work was intended as METU’s In-Kind contribution to support Research Action 5.1.2.
However, due to management problems within the industrial partner the project was never started.
Therefore, the internally-funded research project described herein to characterize the material
properties of particles to use as inputs to storage simulation models is being substituted.
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This description of the planned work reflects knowledge gained by METU through an INSHIP enabled
Mobility to the INSHIP Networking Partner DLR, and the planned work will be exploited to further
strengthen joint research between METU and DLR on particle-based technologies for SHIP
applications.
Description:
Innovative storage technologies that use particles as a Heat Storage Medium (HSM) offer several
potential benefits over many other HSMs including 1) having higher temperatures (in some cases up
to ~ 1000 oC; 2) being extremely cheap; and 3) being environmentally benign. A barrier to the
development of robust simulation models to develop particle-based storage technologies is a lack
of reliable material property data for particles. Therefore, the objective of this section is to develop
more reliable material property data sets for particles for simulation models.
Both thermal and mechanical particle properties are required for simulation models. In this work
thermal properties are measured using a commercially sourced analyser based on the Hot Disk
transient method. Mechanical properties can be measured at both the micro-level (i.e. individual
particle level) and at the macro-level (i.e. bulk level). However, simulation models typically require
micro-level properties as inputs, which requires the conversion of any bulk level properties to microlevel. Direct and Calibration approaches exist to obtain these micro-level properties. In the Direct
approach, particle properties are directly measured at the micro level. However, the Direct
approach cannot be easily used to find all necessary micro-level properties. In the Calibration
approach, material properties are first measured experimentally at bulk level. Then the experiment is
simulated using the Discrete Element Method (DEM) numerical technique assuming input values for
micro-level properties. These micro-level input values are then calibrated using an iterative
procedure until the simulated behaviour matches the experimental result. The Indirect approach
works best if the number of input parameters being calibrated is kept to a minimum. In the present
work, the Direct approach is used for mechanical properties that can easily be measured at the
micro-level, while the Calibration approach is used for mechanical properties that cannot be easily
measured at the micro-level but can be calibrated from bulk level experiments.
Inputs:
Sand and carbo HSP particles will be used as material inputs to the experiments. The size of the
particles used will be systemically varied to understand particle size effects on properties.
Additionally, particles both before and after thermal cycling will be tested to understand thermal
cycling effects on properties.
Experiments:
Table 33: Experiments to determine thermal properties using Hot Disk Analyzer (METU).

Property
Thermal Conductivity
Specific Heat Capacity

Sample Units
W m-1 K-1
MJ m-3 K-1

Measurement Range
0.005 to 1800
<5

Table 34: Experiment to determine micro-scale mechanical properties (METU).

Experiment
Inclined Plane Test

DL5.1

Property
Rolling/Sliding
Coefficient

Unit
-

Comment
The test set-up consists of one inclined
plane with adjustable inclination angle.
The particle wall-sliding coefficient is
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obtained by changing the inclination
angle. The angle that particles start to slide
is the true angle to obtain the sliding
friction coefficient. To find the particleparticle sliding friction coefficient, particles
can be glued to the surface of the inclined
plane and the test repeated.

Table 35: Experiments to determine bulk-level mechanical properties (METU).

Experiment
Angle of Repose

Property
Angle of
Repose

Unit


Flow out of orifice

Discharge
Rate

kg s-1

Comment
The particles are initially contained within
a bottomless vertical cylinder. The
container is slowly lifted and the
unconstrained particles spread out to
form a cone shape. The angle between
the horizontal surface and the side of the
cone is measured.
The particles are contained in a vertical
cylinder. At the bottom of the cylinder is
cone with an orifice of variable diameter.
The discharge rate is measured for
various orifice diameters.

Outputs:
Table 36: Output data sets for input to simulation models (METU).

Outputs
Micro-scale mechanical properties

Unit
Several

Thermal properties

Several

Comment
Young’s Modulus, Restitution Coefficient,
Rolling Friction Coefficient (ParticleParticle, Particle-Wall), Sliding Friction
Coefficient (Particle-Particle, ParticleWall), and Poisson's ratio
Thermal Conductivity, Specific Heat
Capacity

Link to Simulation Models
LIGGGHTS is one of the most common open-source software used for simulation of particle systems
and uses DEM modelling. The properties resulting from this experimental work will allow simulations to
be run in LIGGGHTS to develop and evaluate novel particle-based storage technologies.
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5. New storage concepts for innovative SHIP (CIEMAT)
One of the aims of Task 5.1 is to explore new storage concepts for being implemented in innovative
designs of solar heat industrial processes (SHIPs) systems.
This section focuses on materials for latent heat storage (phase change materials, PCMs), which
undergo solid-solid transitions. The target temperature range for the phase change is above 100 °C
since usually water steam is the heat transfer fluid (HTF) in the majority of SHIPs that require thermal
storage.

a. Solid-solid phase change materials (SS-PCM)
In solid-solid transitions, heat is stored as the material is transformed from one crystalline form to
another. These transitions generally have small latent heat and volume changes. However, there are
exceptions and some transitions involve a large change in entropy since one of the states has high
disorder more or less like the liquid state. Hence such transitions can have latent heats in the order of
heats of fusion. PCM undergoing solid-solid transitions (SS-PCM) may have an advantage due to
minimal requirements for containment and may sometimes serve as materials for construction,
provided the small volume change can somehow be accommodated13. A review of the different
kinds of SS-PCM and their thermal properties has been recently published by Fallahi et al.14.
There are currently two main approaches for obtaining SS-PCMs. In the first approach, the
arrangement of relatively small molecules changes from one crystalline phase to another when
absorbing or releasing heat. This approach includes the polyalcohol organic compounds and its
mixtures, the inorganic SS-PCMs that absorb and release thermal energy due to magneticallyinduced transformations, crystalline phase transformations, or order-disorder transitions and the
phase change between ferrite and austenite in iron. In the second approach, crystallizable moieties
are incorporated through chemical bonding into a secondary structure that prevents them to flow
freely when they are in their liquid non-crystalline state. Examples of this approach include polymeric
SS-PCMs and the layer perovskites.
Enthalpy-Ts-s diagrams help understanding the suitability of these materials as storage media, like in
the example below, modified from Fallahi et al.14. In the graph (Figure 19), polymeric SS-PCM are not
included because their phase change temperature Ts-s is lower than 60 °C (below the minimum
temperature target for thermal storage in SHIP applications).

13 Garg

H.P., Mullick S.C., Bhargava A.K. (1985) Latent Heat or Phase Change Thermal Energy
Storage. In: Solar Thermal Energy Storage. Springer, Dordrecht, Holland.
14 A. Fallahi, G. Guldentops, M. Tao, S. Granados-Focil, S. Van Dessel. Review on solid-solid phase
change materials for thermal energy storage: Molecular structure and thermal properties. Applied
Thermal Engineering 127 (2017) 1427–1441.
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Figure 19: Enthalpy and temperature ranges for SS-PCM. Adapted from Fallahi et al.14

As we can see, layer-perovskites hardly reach Ts-s of 90 °C although they present quite a good
enthalpy for the transition. In the case of polyalcohols they can reach Ts-s up to 200 °C with a very
high enthalpy involved in the process. Finally, Ts-s in metals are in a much higher range (700 °C1000 °C) whereas enthalpies are around 50 kJ/kg. However, since density of metals is very high, the
volumetric enthalpies can reach interesting values for thermal storage applications.
There is a large temperature gap (i.e. 200 °C-700 °C) for which no SS-PCM has been found. This could
be due either to the lack of materials undergoing solid-solid transitions in this temperature range or
to a lack of research focused on applications with working temperatures within this range for which
SS-PCM could be a good storage option. SHIP is among the applications included in this
temperature range.

i. Layer perovskites
Layer perovskites are organometallic compounds involving sequential layers of molecular entities
formed by two alkylammonium cations bridged by an MX 4 2- group where M is a divalent metal
atom (Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Hg) and X a halogen (Cl). They are characterized by having reversible
solid-solid phase transitions between two polymorphic states with a high enthalpy change (40-150
kJ/kg) in the temperature range 0 °C-90 °C.
The use of this kind of compounds as solid-solid storage media was proposed by researchers of
University of Naples in the early 80s 15,16 but not further attention has been paid to these materials in
the last years. The last paper found is that of Le et al. from 1999 17. The layered structure of these
compounds, formed by an inorganic backbone and a soft segment of aliphatic chains, is clearly
V. Busico, C. Carfagna, V. Salerno, M. Vacatello. The layer perovskites as thermal energy storage
systems. Solar Energy 24 (1980) 575-579.
16 A. Addeo, L. Nicolais, V. Busico, C. Migliaresi. The development of thermal energy storage systems
exploiting solid-solid phase transitions. Applied Energy 6 (1980) 353-362.
17 W. Li, D. Zhang, T. Zhang, T. Wang, D. Ruan, D. Xing, H. Li. Study of solid-solid phase change of (nCnH2n+1NH3)2MCl4 for thermal energy storage. Thermochimica Acta 326 (1999) 183-186.
15
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displayed in Figure 20. As we can see, the arrangement of the aliphatic chains changes from
crystalline to amorphous when temperature increases while the inorganic part remains ordered and
keeps the compound in solid phase.

Figure 20: Scheme of the solid-solid transition taking place in a layer perovskite17.

If we consider that the ammonium functional group is not very important from the structural aspect,
we can understand that the transitions undergone by the aliphatic chains of layer perovskites are
very similar to the melting of the normal paraffins. Actually, although the volume available to the
alkyl chains in the hydrocarbon regions is limited, and the chains are fixed at one end, the transition
enthalpies per mole of hydrocarbon chains of the layer perovskites are not much lower than the
molar melting enthalpies of the corresponding normal paraffins15 ; of course, the total transition
enthalpies are lower, because they take into account the weight of the inorganic regions, which are
"inert" and they do not contribute to the transition.
Among all layer perovskites reported in the literature as SS-PCMs, the ones that could have
applicability as storage media for SHIP processes are the ones with Zn metal. On the one hand they
present the highest transition temperature but also Zn has less toxicity than other metals like Hg or
Co. In Figure 21 we have represented the thermal data reported by Li et al. 17 for the layer
perovskites of Cu (left) and Zn(right). As we have said the layer perovskites with Zn are not only the
ones with the highest transition temperatures but also with the highest enthalpies. Moreover, if we
compare them with the perovskites with Cu, we see that they have a larger temperature interval of
the disordered phase before final melting takes place (top of temperature column). This can ensure
the material stability since layer perovskites could be unstable after melting and hence undergo
undesirable degradation. On the other hand, we can also see that phase change enthalpy
increases with the number of carbon atoms of the aliphatic part due to an increase of the
intermolecular forces between the organic chains.
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Figure 21: Effect of alkyl chain length (n) on the thermal properties (solid-solid transition temperature & latent
heat) of Cu (left) and Zn (right) layer perovskites17.

We would like to point out here that in principle the phase change temperature of layer perovskites,
even the ones with Zn, are too low to be used as storage media for SHIPs (Ts-s<100° C). However, this
kind of materials have being proposed for building applications for which storage temperatures are
usually welll under 100 °C and hence it seems that layer perovskites with higher solid-solid transition
temperatures have not been studied or explored maybe due to a lack of interest. In this way the
possibility of preparing layer perovskites with alkyl chains leading to stronger intermolecular
interactions (i. e. by means of polar groups, H-bonds, etc.) remains open and could be worth being
explored.

ii. Metallic compounds
The other kind of material that are proposed as SS-PCMs, are metals or metal-alloys which display
magnetic transformations combined with crystallographic transformations. Only one reference has
been found in the literature in relation to this subject which is the work published by Nishioka et al. in
201018. The materials proposed by these authors as SS-PCMs are Fe-Co alloys taking advantage of
the crystallographic structure transformation between ferrite and austenite of Fe combined with the
transformation between the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases of Fe.
Nishioka et al.18 prepared Fe-Co alloys with different composition and analyzed their thermal
properties by means of DSC. Phase change temperatures were in the range of 900 °C-1000 °C and
the corresponding enthalpies in the range of 50 kJ/kg (see Figure 19). However, since metals have a
very high density, the resulting volumetric storage capacity is very large. In Figure 4 thermal data
obtained by these authors for Fe-Co alloys have been represented. As we can see, the solid-solid
transition temperature displayed by these materials increases from 900 °C to 1000 °C as Co amount
in the alloy composition also increases. The volumetric enthalpy increases with the Co amount as
well. During this transition, not only a crystallographic transformation from ferrite to austenite takes
place but also the magnetic state of Fe changes from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic. Since all the
samples were prepared by melting weighed mixtures of the component at 1500 °C, this temperature

K. Nishioka, N. Suura, K. Ohno, T. Maeda, M. Shimizu. Development of Fe Base Phase Change
Materials for High Temperature Using Solid–Solid Transformation. ISIJ International, Vol. 50 (2010),
No. 9, pp. 1240–1244.
18
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has been taken as upper limit for the high temperature phase in the graph. However, melting
temperature of these alloys is probably lower.

Figure 22: Effect of cobalt addition on the thermal properties (solid-solid transition temperature & volumetric
latent heat) of Fe-Co alloys18.

iii. Polyalcohols
Polyalcohol organic compounds (and mixtures thereof) are formed by relatively small molecules
that have tetrahedral coordination and which solid to solid phase transition involves a change from
low temperature layered or chained structures to a more disordered cubic crystalline arrangement
at elevated temperatures. These materials are also called “plastic crystals” because they exhibit
orientational disorder in the high-temperature phase and store thermal energy in the form of
hydrogen bond (O–H∙∙∙O) rotation around the C–C bond. The polyalcohols used as SS-PCMs have a
similar molecular structure normally based on a five-carbon atom core with tetrahedral structure
and between zero and four hydroxyl groups (–OH) attached to the outer four carbon atoms. Figure
23 shows the structure, name and thermal properties of the polyalcohols that seem to have the
highest potential as SS-PCMs: pentaerythritol (PE), Pentaglycerine (PG) and neopentyl-glycol (NPG).

Pentaerythritol (PE)
Ts-s= 184-185 °C
ΔHs-s= 303 kJ/kg

Trimethylol ethane or
Pentaglycerine (PG)
Ts-s= 82 °C
ΔHs-s= 192 kJ/kg

Neopentyl-glycol (NPG)
Ts-s= 43 °C
ΔHs-s= 131 kJ/kg

Figure 23: Some polyalcohols considered as good candidates for solid-solid phase change materials 19.

H. Singh, A. Talekar, W.-M. Chien, R. Shi, D. Chandra, A. Mishra, M. Tirumala, D. J. Nelson.
Continuous solid-state phase transitions in energy storage materials with orientational disorder Computational and experimental approach. Energy 91 (2015)334-349.
19
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These polyalcohols are known to transform from a low-temperature structure, which is a layered
body-centered tetragonal (α-BCT) for pure PG and PE and a β-monoclinic configuration for NPG, to
a highly symmetric face centered cubic structure (γ’-FCC for PG and PE and γ-FCC for NPG) as
temperature increases. Figure 24 displays a schematic representation of NPG crystalline structure
changing from β-monoclinic to γ-FCC configuration in which intermolecular hydrogen bonds (O–
H∙∙∙O) are able to rotate around the C–C bond.

Figure 24: Schematic representation of NPG crystalline structure changing from the low-temperature
monoclinic configuration β to the high-temperature face centered cubic phase γ19.

SS-PCMs based on polyalcohols have been studied mainly for building applications 20,21. As
displayed in Figure 23 both solid-solid transition temperature and enthalpy increase with the amount
of OH groups present in the molecule. As said above, hydrogen bonds between intermolecular OH
groups are the responsible for the energy storage. Therefore, the more OH groups the more
hydrogen bonds are present and hence the higher transition enthalpies and temperatures are. Pure
polyalcohols present solid-solid transitions of first order at a constant temperature. However, the
phase diagrams of their binary and ternary mixtures calculated by Singh et al.19, display nonisothermal continuous phase transitions.
An overview of the phase diagrams for the NPG-PE-PG mixtures is displayed in Figure 25, in which the
solid-solid and solid-liquid transitions have been indicated. As we can see, the solid-solid transitions
are not represented by single lines but by yellow areas in which the two adjacent phases coexist,
which means that those transitions are non-isothermal and that these polyalcohols form solid
solutions with no eutectic points.

D. K. Benson, J. D. Webb, R. W. Burrows, J. D. O. McFadden, C. Christensen. Materials Research for
Passive Solar Systems: Solid-State Phase-Change Materials. SERI/TR-255-1828, UC Category: 62e,
DE85008779 (1985).
21 D. K. Benson, R.W. Burrows, J.D. Webb. Solid state phase transitions in pentaerythritol and related
polyhydric alcohols. Solar Energy Materials 13 (1986) 133-152.
20
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Figure 25: Calculated ternary and binary phase diagrams of NPG-PG-PE mixtures19.

b. SS-PCM for SHIP applications
After a literature review of phase change materials undergoing solid-solid transitions, SS-PCMs, we
can conclude that nowadays there is only one kind of them have the appropriate thermal
properties to be used as storage media for SHIP applications. These are the polyalcohols, in
particular the mixtures of pentaerythritol (PE) and pentaglycerine (PG), because they present the
solid-solid transition in a temperature range above 100 °C (see Figure 25 top left). Detailed published
thermal properties and structural data for pure PG and PE are shown in Table 3719.
Table 37: Thermal properties and structural data of PG and PE19.

Name
Formula & molecular weight
Melting temperature
Latent heat of melting
Entropy of melting
S-S Transition temperature
S-S transition latent heat
S-S transition entropy
Crystalline structure

DL5.1

Pentaglycerine
(PG)
C5H12O3 (120
g/mol)
198 ºC
45.25 kJ/kg
11.53 J/mol K
81 ºC
192 kJ/kg
65.31 J/mol K
Low temperature:
body centered
tetragonal (BCT-α)
High temperature:
face-centered
cubic (FCC- γ’)
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Pentaerythritol (PE)
C5H12O4 (136 g/mol)
260 ºC
36.9 kJ/kg
9.42 J/mol K
184-185 ºC
303 kJ/kg
89.5 J/mol K
Low temperature: body centered
tetragonal (BCT-α)
High temperature: face-centered
cubic (FCC- γ’)
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The phase diagram of the PG/PE binary mixture calculated by Singh et al. 19 is displayed in Figure 26,
where we can clearly see that the solid-solid transition occurs in a wide temperature interval. This
was already observed in 1985 by Benson et al. 20 who also reported that, likewise their pure
compounds, PG/PE mixtures displayed the phenomenon of supercooling. The same behavior was
observed by Barrio et al. In 1988 22. The graph displayed in Figure 27 left has been created with the
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data reported by these authors.
As we can see, the temperature interval where solid-solid transition occurs reproduces quite well the
calculated phase diagram of Figure 26. This interval increases from the pure PG and PG attaining a
maximum of 50 °C for the equimolar mixture PG50/PE50. Figure 27 also shows that all mixtures and
pure compounds have a certain supercooling being the mixtures with PE molar fraction between
50% and 70% the ones in which this supercooling phenomenon is less strong. It is interesting to note
that comparing with the heating, the phase transition interval during the cooling is much narrower
with a value always lower that 6 °C. For the case of the transition enthalpy (Figure 27 right), some
differences are observed between heating and cooling results so that the values obtained during
cooling are a bit lower than the ones obtained during heating. In any case the differences are not
very large. As we can see all PG/PE mixtures have solid-solid transition enthalpies are above 150
kJ/kg, which are quite good values to consider them as good latent storage media.

Figure 26: Phase diagram of PG/PE binary mixture 19.

M. Barrio, J. Font, J. Muntasell, J. Navarro and J. LI. Tamari. Applicability for heat storage of binary
systems of neopentylglycol, pentaglycerine and pentaerythritol: a comparative analysis. Solar
Energy Materials 18 (1988) 109-115.
22
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Figure 27: Solid-solid transition temperature intervals obtained during heating and cooling DSC scans 23.
Estimated melting temperature for PG-PG mixtures at different molar proportions.

i. Conclusions and recommendations
In view of the literature review and preliminary lab studies (described in detail in the internal
deliverable 512a) performed by CIEMAT in relation to the preparation and testing of pentaglycerine
(PG) and pentaerythritol (PE) mixtures for being used as solid-solid phase change materials (SSPCMs) for latent storage in SHIP applications, we can say:
From all the samples tested, pure materials (PG) and PG rich mixtures (PG90/PE10 and PG75/PE25)
showed the best thermal behavior in terms of smaller solid-solid temperature interval and no
degradation upon melting. However, if the preparation method based on mixture solution is
improved, homogenous samples could be prepared avoiding the melting step. It is worth
mentioning here that using SS-PCMs opens that possibility of putting them in direct contact with the
HTF. However, in such case, the non-interaction between PCM and HTF in terms of either solubility or
chemical reaction should be ensured.
In relation to the implementation of PG/PE mixtures as SS-PCMs for SHIP applications, we can say
that, in principle, they could be used as storage media by adjusting the composition to the
temperature range of the storage system. It has to be taken into account that these mixtures are
solid solutions that present non-isothermal phase transitions. This can be a disadvantage but could
also be an advantage depending on the storage requirements of the specific application.
In this way, a SHIP application for a dairy factory has identified within the INSHIP project. The thermal
processes involved in this factory require a narrow temperature interval (~7 °C) so that some kind of
latent storage would be a good option for energy management. Since some factory processes
have working temperature ranges of about 85 ºC, pure pentaglycerine (PG) could be a possible
PCM candidate for a latent storage system. Within Task 5.1, this kind of factory is going to be
simulated and the possibility of implementing a latent storage system based on PG as SS-PCM is
going to be studied.

L. Wei, K. Ohsasa. Supercooling and solidification behavior of phase change material. ISIJ
International 2010; 50 : 1265–1269.
23
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6. Solar and PCM storage SHIP integration case study (UEVORA)
To have a common approach and to ensure best possible collaboration to achieve our common
goals in WP5, there was a need for joint case studies over producing companies, the INSHIP partners
already had a closer look at. The definition of the case studies to be worked on is certainly a very
important basis for our further joint work as they will serve as an important connection between the
different tasks building upon each other. Therefore, AEE INTEC asked the INSHIP partners to identify
possible interesting case studies and to gather information about them following a template. One
specially interesting case study was that suggested by UEVORA within a national project because it
would have the possibility of gathering information before and after the solar integration of SHIP in a
real industry. This particular case study would give the consortia the possibility to compare simulation
data with “real” monitoring data. Unfortunately, due to several delays in the project, the system
operation is to start at 2020 and no experimental data was available in time for the present
deliverable.
The work here presented by UEVORA does also include a series of operation modes’ description
explaining the solar-storage operation, its connection to the different industrial processes and its
control strategies including instrumentation and signals to be recorded/monitored. This information is
extremely useful when designing SHIP and can rarely be found elsewhere.

a. Case study description (KEMET Electronics, Portugal)
The SHIP project – Solar Heat for Industrial Processes – funded by P2020 programme (POCI-01-0247FEDER-017857), linked to INSHIP as an in-kind contribution, aimed at demonstrating the integration of
solar technologies for medium temperature industrial processes, by projecting, installing, testing and
validating a system, assuring, in this way, its proximity/readiness to the market. This system consists in
an innovative solution, resulting from previous R&D activities of the consortium partners (MCG, INEGI,
OnControl, UÉvora and KEMET Electronics Portugal). It intended to highlight, before a specialized
public and under realistic circumstances, the technical and economic advantages of the solution
that are not yet fully validated.
Its implementation should result in increased energy efficiency in the industrial unit where it is
installed, leading to reduced energy bills and therefore a better acceptance of solar thermal
technologies and other eco-efficient solutions in general, still very dependent on the quantification
of this type of benefits.
The installation of the SHIP project demonstration system was carried out at KEMET Electronics (Évora,
Portugal). The main goals are to demonstrate the efficiency, autonomy and durability of a medium
sized installation as well as the:


Solar thermal technology integration in an existing and already operating industrial site,
making use of already installed systems;



Solar thermal collectors’ installation on the rooftop, avoiding in this way the occupation of
large exterior areas;
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Modularity of the system that consists of sets of instrumented pre-assembled solar collectors in
standard structures with on-site plug & play installation, reducing costs and set-up times for
solar fields in the 50 - 100 kW nominal power range.

The proposed technological solution is composed by the following sub-systems:


The solar collector field, a novel quasi-stationary CPC-type including an anti-stagnation
system allowing a secure and durable operation;



The thermal energy storage systems, with latent heat storage (LHS) by using phase change
materials (PCMs) and sensible heat storage (SHS) with hot water as the storage medium,
making the energy available to cope with a batch production and 24h demand;



The interface with the industrial processes with monitoring, control and system operation of
the global solar thermal system, allowing the management of energy fluxes in a more
efficiently manner with a dedicated software.

The following figure presents a simplified schematic representation of the SHIP installed system.

Figure 28: Schematic of the installed SHIP system at KEMET facility, which includes two thermal energy storage
systems and two separate industrial processes at different temperatures.

b. Description of the sub-systems
This section describes the 3 main installed sub-systems: the solar field as the heat source, the TES
system in order to cope production with demand and the system interface with the industrial
processes that act as heat sinks.

i. Solar Field
The solar collectors were developed by the Renewable Energies Chair (University of Évora) and the
company MCG – mind for metal. The collector design is based on the quasi-stationary (or seasonally
tracking) concept of a CPC-type optics. A thermo-economical optimization methodology24 was
T. Osório, P. Horta, and M. Collares-Pereira. Method for customized design of a quasi-stationary
cpc type solar collector to minimize the energy cost. Renewable Energy, 133:1086 – 1098, 2019.
24
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followed to achieve the optimum design for the KEMET installation and operation conditions. The
collector is composed by 6 CPC-type troughs with evacuated receivers combined in parallel to
make one module (a prototype at the test site can be seen in Figure 29).

Figure 29: View of the module composed by 6 parallel troughs.

Regarding the collector, Table 38 describes its parameters obtained after performance tests (in
accordance with standard ISO9806:2017 following the quasi-dynamic test method) and Figure 30
depicts the simulated and experimental incidence angle modifiers for both longitudinal and
transversal angle components25. Part of the collector development and testing was made with
INSHIP support in WP3.
Table 38: Experimental optical and thermal collector parameters (quasi-dynamic model).

Parameter

Value

SI Units

F’(ταρ<n>)

0.611

-

kd

0.304

-

c1

0.831

W.m-2.K-1

c2

0.002

W.m-2.K-2

c5

11.912

kJ.m-2.K-1

25

T. Osório, R. Pereira, A. Coelho, J. Marchã, J. Pereira, R. Silva, T. Eusébio, and M. Collares-Pereira. A Novel
Quasi-stationary CPC-type Solar Collector for Intermediate Temperature Range Applications for Process Heat.
SolarPACES Concentrating Solar power and Chemical Energy Technologies, 2018.
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Figure 30: Experimental and simulated incidence angle modifiers for the collector (Kt – transversal; Kl longitudinal).

Some characteristics related to the solar field are presented in Table 39 and the installed solar field
on the rooftop of the industrial site can be seen in Figure 31.
Table 39: Solar field parameters.

Effective concentration factor

𝑪𝒆𝒇𝒇

2.64

Number of collector modules

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙

40

Total aperture area of the solar field

𝐴𝑎,𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

186 m2

Design operating temperature

𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

180 ˚C

Heat transfer fluid

𝐻𝑇𝐹

Thermal Oil

Azimuth

𝛾

-7°

Solar field tilt angle

𝛽

20°

Figure 31: View of the solar field installed on the rooftop.
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ii. Thermal energy storage systems
The system has two types of TES, one of sensible heat (at low temperature range) and the other of
latent heat (at medium temperature) described in the next sections.

1. Latent heat storage system
The main TES system uses the LHS mechanism, with a solid-liquid PCM to store energy and was
developed under the coordination of the project partner INEGI.
The PCM to be used in this prototype storage tank is adipic acid, with a phase change temperature
at around 152 ˚C. Vertical stainless-steel cylinders are installed inside the tank (totalizing 95 PCM
containers, where 51 have 0.0852 m inner diameter and 44 have 0.0712 m inner diameter), enclosing
the PCM material, surrounded by thermal oil. The energy storage associated to the latent heat
mechanism is around 50 kWh.
The PCM storage tank and related containers are illustrated in Figure 32 with the real system
depicted in Figure 33, while some properties of the PCM medium and PCM tank can be found in
Table 40.

Figure 32: PCM storage tank and containers placement.
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Figure 33: PCM storage tank installed at Kemet.
Table 40: PCM storage tank and medium typical properties.

Parameter

Symbol

Value

[S.I. Units]

Tank Volume

VTANK

1.3438

m3

PCM Volume Fraction

fVol,PCM/TANK

0.52

[-]

Tank Height

hTANK

1.5

m

Phase Change Temperature

Tphase-change

152

˚C

Solid / Liquid Density

ρSOLID / ρLIQUID

1360 / 1093

Kg.m-3

Solid / Liquid Specific Heat

CpSOLID / CpLIQUID

1.59 / 2.26

kJ.kg-1.K-1

Latent Heat of Fusion

Hfusion

244

kJ.kg-1

PCM thermal conductivity

λ𝑃𝐶𝑀

0.15

W.m-1.K-1

2. Sensible heat storage system
There is also a hot water TES tank system that can be charged by the collectors and/or PCM storage
tank and provide heat to the lower temperature process.
This is used SHS, to maximize absorbed solar energy, minimizing the need for defocusing the solar
field if the demand decreases and maximizing the solar fraction of the consumed energy at the
industrial site. The tank volume is near 4 m 3 and was already part of the existing system using electric
heaters that will now be used as backup (see Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Existing hot water storage tank system at Kemet.

iii. System interface with the industrial process and thermal
load characteristics
There are 2 processes physically separated from each other and with distinct demand process
temperatures and interfaces (see schematic representation in Figure 35 and real industrial process in
Figure 36). This implies the use of different heat transfer mediums (oil, steam and water) imposing the
requirement to have a higher temperature at the supply level than the process needs and a backup power supply to not disturb the industrial process continuity.

Figure 35: Schematic of the energy and materials flow inherent to both industrial processes.
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Figure 36: Industrial processes involving the electrolyte production (left) and electrolyte impregnation (right).



DL5.1

Process 1 - heating of the electrolyte production tank:
o

Production of different electrolytes, each one with different specific requirements
(temperature and duration of preparation stages, chemical reagents involved, etc.).
This process works in batches;

o

Presently, electric resistances are used on the electrolyte preparation, where energy
consumption ranges from around 50-180 kWh/workday and 50-119 kWh/cycle;

o

The temperature level can range from 40 ˚C to 180 ˚C, depending on the electrolyte
with a prior heating to remove the humidity content of the electrolyte;

o

Around 85 % of the energy needed is above 120 ˚C. A steam generator will be
installed using steam to heat up the electrolyte mixture that is being prepared on the
tank. Reactor design constrains prevent the direct use of the thermal oil and steam
was used in the past making the reactor already prepared;

o

In the case that the solar and/or PCM storage power are not enough, electric
resistances inside the tank will function as a back-up power.
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Process 2 - heating of the impregnation tanks:
o

Maintain a fairly constant temperature (demand temperature is in the range of 60 –
80 ˚C) for a relatively long period of time so that the electrolyte can be absorbed to
the capacitor’s capsules material.

o

Presently, electric resistances are used to heat water in a tank up to 90 ˚C, which
circulates afterwards to smaller tanks, transferring the energy from water to the
electrolyte with shell type heat exchangers;

o

In daily consumption cycle basis, it can be defined a base load range between 25-40
kW for weekdays and a reduced one on weekends.

o

Energy supply to this process may be assured by solar energy in real-time or previously
stored, with heated water from an oil-water heat exchanger, and/or a back-up
electric resistance.

Thermal demand in a batch type process (process 1) implies a gap at some point between energy
production and demand. The use of medium temperature processes and thermal oil (used as heat
transfer fluid - HTF) in the collectors, in addition to the use of a still not well matured energy storage
system (LHS - PCM), supposes that well balanced energy fluxes must be obtained so that a
continuum and uninterrupted supply of heat to the process and minimized energy wastes are
accomplished, as well as stops and failures in the chain process of the industrial facility.
The following tables show energy, streams and basic information of the industry KEMET Electronics,
Portugal before and (foreseen) after the SHIP integration. This information was gathered by AEE
INTEC and will be used in following tasks within the project.
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Table 41: Main energy data of the case study at KEMET Electronics, Portugal before and after the solar
integration.

KEMET Electronics (Portugal)

Before

After

Type of industry
Chemical Industry
Annual operation time (h/y)

8760
Main Products

Electrolytic Capacitors
Main Feedstock(s)
Aluminum foils
Ethylene glycol
Paper
Aluminum cans and/or plastic (encapsulation)
Energy input

GWh/y

Electricity
Solar Energy

0,27

0,163

-

0,305714

Heat generation

GWh/y

Electric Heaters
Steam gen (through thermal oil)
Hot water (through thermal oil)

0,27
-

0,163
0,0160526
0,09095

Main processes involved
Preparation of electrolyte mixture (at a controlled temperature) - Process 1 (see Figure 35)
Impregnation (at a controlled temperature) - Process 2 (see Figure 35)
Utility system(s)
Heating water 90 °C
Symbiosis situation
Energy or material flow to/from other industry
none
(specify types and amounts)
Heat flow to district heating/cooling system(s)
none
(specify types and amounts)
Process scheme(s)
Scheme 1 - Schematic of the energy and
materials flow inherent to both industrial
processes.

Figure 35

Figure 28

The following tables show the process/streams information needed for the SOCO algorithm to
perform the Pinch energy optimization. The information here displayed is again before and after the
solar integration and will be used to check the real data after integration with the results of the
SolarSOCO simulation.

26

Considering an annual mean conversion efficiency from radiation to thermal energy of 35%
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Stream data needed (and available) for the Pinch optimization

BEFORE SOLAR INTEGRATION
Stream

Heating and
holding of
electrolyte
temperature
Holding of
electrolyte
temperature
Cooling of
electrolyte
Heating up hot
water

Specific heat
capacity

Mass flow

Temp

Energy
demand

Heat duty

[kJ/kg.K]

[kg/s]

[°C]

[MWh]

[kW]

electrolyte
(process 1)

(NA)

(NA)

(A)

(A)

electrolyte
(process 2)

(NA)

(NA)

(A)

electrolyte
(process 1)

(NA)

(NA)

water

(A)

(NA)

Medium

Time
Resolution

Supplied by

(A)

hourly

Electrical heaters

(A)

(A)

hourly

Hot water

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

hourly

Electrical chiller

(A)

(A)

(A)

hourly

Electrical heaters

Heat duty

Time
Resolution

Supplied by

AFTER SOLAR INTEGRATION
Stream

Heating and
holding of
electrolyte
temperature
Holding of
electrolyte
temperature
Cooling of
DL5.1

Specific heat
capacity

Mass flow

Temp

[kJ/kg.K]

[kg/s]

[°C]

[MWh]

[kW]

Electrolyte
(process 1)

(NA)

(NA)

(A)

(A)

(A)

hourly

Steam and/or electrical
heaters

Electrolyte
(process 2)

(NA)

(NA)

(A)

(A)

(A)

hourly

Hot water

Electrolyte

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

hourly

Electrical chiller

Medium

Energy
demand
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electrolyte
Heating up hot
water
Heating up thermal
oil
Heating up PCM
storage
Steam generation

DL5.1

(process 1)
Water

(A)

(NA)

(A)

(A)

(A)

hourly

Thermal oil/water heat
exchanger and/or electrical
heaters

Thermal Oil

(A)

(A)

(A)

(A)

(A)

hourly

Solar energy or PCM storage

PCM

(NA)

(NA)

(A)

(NA)

(NA)

hourly

Thermal oil

Water

(A)

(A)

(A)

(A)

(A)

hourly

Thermal oil/water steam
generator
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c. Instrumentation and monitoring
Detailed information about the monitoring system can be found in the internal deliverable 5.1.1e
prepared by UEVORA.
Instrumentation description can be seen in Table 42, including their expected operating ranges.
Table 42: Instrumentation ID and expected operation range.

Instrumentation
Location (related
sub-system)
Solar Field

Main Technical
Area

DL5.1

Instrumentation ID (brief description)

Expected
Operation Range

SI Units

Tin,SF-N (North row inlet temp.)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

TSF-N12 (temp. between group N-1 & N-2)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

TSF-N23 (temp. between group N-2 & N-3)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

TSF-N34 (temp. between group N-3 & N-4)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

Tout,SF-N (North row outlet temp.)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

Tin,SF-S (South row inlet temp.)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

TSF-S12 (temp. between group S-1 & S-2)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

TSF-S23 (temp. between group S-2 & S-3)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

TSF-S34 (temp. between group S-3 & S-4)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

Tout,SF-S (South row outlet temp.)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

Rad Sensor (Global radiation on the collector
installation plane)

0 ≤ G ≤ 1200

W.m-2

Tin,SF (Solar field inlet temp. before piping)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

˚C

Tout,SF (Solar field outlet temp. after piping) (It
is also the inlet temp. for the PCM tank)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

Tin,Loads (Inlet temp to processes interfaces)

95 ≤ T ≤ 180

Tin,SGen (Inlet temp. at Steam Generator)

150 ≤ T ≤ 180

Tin,HX (Inlet temp. at HX)

90 ≤ T ≤ 2180

Tout,HX (Outlet temp. at HX)

70 ≤ T ≤ 100

Tin,HW (Water inlet temp. at HX)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 85

Tout,HW (Water outlet temp. at HX)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 95
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Tout,Loads (Outlet temp from processes
interfaces)

TAMB ≤ T ≤ 180

Flow Meter (Volumetric flow meter at pump
outlet)

4.40 (Nominal) +
pump frequency
control

m3.h-1

d. Operation modes
For the purpose of attaining the goals of deliver process heat from the solar field to both the
industrial processes (directly and/or indirectly via the PCM storage tank system), some main normal
operating modes relating energy fluxes can be defined besides security, stops and failures,
overheating prevention, maintenance, etc. Input variables like temperatures, radiation level, load
demand and storage state of charge are used in order to activate the operating modes. For the
different operation modes described in the following sections, Table 43 shows the valves positions
information concerning their actuation.
Table 43: Valves actuation information.

DL5.1

ON

OFF

Brief description

VA1

100% towards the solar field

100% solar field by-pass

ON / OFF valve

VA2

100% towards process 1

100% towards process 2

ON / OFF valve

VA3

100% towards process 1

100% towards process 2

ON / OFF valve

VA4

100% towards process 1

100% towards process 2

ON / OFF valve

VM1

100% towards PCM

100% PCM bypass

Proportional valve

VM2

100% towards process 2

100% process 2 bypass

Proportional valve
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i. Start Up (with solar)
This mode is used usually before any system operation when solar resource is available, most
commonly at the beginning of the day or after substantial cloudy periods. A constant flow rate that
contributes to an equilibrated heating throughout the collectors is imposed until the outlet
temperature of the solar field reaches a few degrees over some process or storage temperature.
Table 44: Relationship between operation modes and equipment actuation (Start-up mode).

ON ON OFF OFF

Collectors

VA4

Hot water

VA3

Radiation

OFF OFF ON

VA2

Steam

ON

Solar Field

ON

By-pass

Hot water

OFF

VA1
Pump

Loads

< 90 -120
or
<150 - 180

VM2

PCM

Operation
Mode

Tout,SF
(˚C)

Start-up

VM1

>200
W.m-2

Focus

Figure 37: Schematic of the system in Start-up mode.
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ii. Water Heating (Process 2)
One of the most regular and constant demand is water heating. After attaining an inlet
temperature on the HX of around 90 – 95 ºC (Tin,HX ≈ Tout,SF due to subsystems proximity), and only
when process 2 needs thermal energy this mode is activated. This can be done by solar energy,
stored at the PCM or a combination of both by adjusting the VM1 valve and hence controlling the
outlet temperature and consequently also the loads interface temperatures (see Table 45). In fact,
there could be a complementary mode where PCM is being charged with water being heated if
the solar field outlet temperature is above around 150 ˚C and adjusting the VM1 valve to divert
partially the stream (if needed) in order to guarantee an appropriate temperature at the loads
interface (≈ 95 ˚C).
Table 45: Relationship between operation modes and equipment actuation (Water Heating mode).

OFF
ON
or
or
90 - 95 partial partial
or
or
ON
OFF

VA4
Collectors

VA3
Hot water

By-pass

OFF

OFF ON
or
or
ON OFF ON
or
or
ON OFF

VA2

Steam

Solar Field

VA1
Pump

Loads

PCM

Tin,HX
(˚C)

VM2
Hot water

Process 2

Operation
Mode

VM1

OFF OFF ON

Focus
or
ON partial
or
Defocus

Figure 38: Schematic of the system in water heating mode (in this case using both solar energy and PCM).
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iii. Steam Generator (Process 1)
This mode is used when the highest temperature demand process is active. Energy can come
directly from the solar field, the PCM or a combination of both to guarantee a steam generator’s
inlet temperature of around 150 - 180 ˚C, depending on the process temperature demand level.
Table 46: Relationship between operation modes and equipment actuation (Steam generator mode).

OFF

VA4
Collectors

VA3
Hot water

ON

OFF ON
or
or
OFF ON
or
or
ON OFF

VA2

Steam

Solar Field

Hot water

Loads

OFF
ON
or
or
partial partial
or
or
ON
OFF

VA1
By-pass

150 - 180

PCM

Tin,SGen
(˚C)

VM2
Pump

Process 1

Operation
Mode

VM1

Focus
or
OFF ON OFF ON partial
or
Defocus

Figure 39: Schematic of the system in steam generator mode (in this case using both solar energy and PCM).
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iv. Steam Generator (Process 1) + Water Heating (Process 2)
If the two processes are active at the same instant and the outlet stream of the steam generator
still has enough temperature level to be diverted to the remaining process the VM2 valve is
adjusted. Energy can come directly from the solar field, the PCM or a combination of both to
guarantee a steam generator’s inlet temperature of around 150 - 180 ˚C, depending on the
process temperature demand level, or else the mode changes to the water heating mode.
Table 47: Relationship between operation modes and equipment actuation (Start-up mode).

Process 1 +
Process 2

150 -180

90 - 95

OFF
or
partial
or
ON

ON
ON
or
or
Partial
partial partial
or
OFF ON OFF
or
or
OFF
OFF
OFF

VA4
Collectors

Steam

VA3
Hot water

VA2

Solar Field

By-pass

VA1
Pump

Hot water

Tin,HX
(˚C)

VM2
Loads

Tin,SGen
(˚C)

PCM

Operation
Mode

VM1

ON OFF ON Focus

Figure 40: Schematic of the system in steam generator + water heating mode (in this case using both solar
energy and PCM).
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v. PCM Charge
This mode enables to store solar energy as latent heat and is activated when the storage tank is
depleted of usable energy and there is no demand related to process 1 and none for process 2 (as
is for the case when the hot water tank is already at the set point temperature).
Table 48: Relationship between operation modes and equipment actuation (PCM charge mode).

Solar Field

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

VA4
Collectors

By-pass

OFF

VA3
Hot water

Pump

ON

VA2

Steam

Hot water

< Tout,SF

VA1

Loads

150 -180

Tout,PCM
(˚C)

VM2

PCM

Operation
Mode

Tout,SF
(˚C)

PCM
Charge

VM1

ON OFF OFF Focus

Figure 41: Schematic of the system in PCM charge mode.
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vi. PCM Discharge
Energy from the PCM storage tank is withdrawn when there are demand needs, either for process 1
or process 2, thus bypassing the solar field when solar resource is limited or unavailable. For the
highest temperature case the inlet temperature at the load’s inlet sensor must be usually higher
than 150 ˚C and for the lower temperature process not lower than 90 ˚C. The steam generator
outlet stream can be fully or partially diverted (VM2 valve) towards the hot water heat exchanger if
enough temperature level is reached (guaranteeing an adequate steam generator inlet
temperature) when both processes are active, or choose only one of the processes (generally the
highest temperature one).
Table 49: Relationship between operation modes and equipment actuation (PCM discharge mode).

Partial
or
OFF ON
OFF

OFF

ON

OFF

VA4
Collectors

VA3
Hot water

VA2

Solar Field

Partial
or
ON

By-pass

Partial
or
OFF

Pump

Partial
or
ON

VA1

Steam

90-95

Hot water

>150

Tin,HX
(˚C)

Loads

Tin,SGen
(˚C)

VM2

PCM

PCM
Discharge

Operation
Mode

VM1

ON

OFF

Figure 42: Schematic of the system in PCM discharge mode (in this case delivering energy to both processes).
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e. Procedures for testing and characterize different sub-systems
and KPIs
Based on the operation modes described in the last section, the performance of the
systems/components can be assessed. This section presents basic procedures to evaluate different
subsystems by means of key performance indicators (KPIs) as is expressed in Table 50. Most of these
tests have to be performed with specific system operation and not at normal running mode.
Table 50: Main KPI’s expected to be evaluated regarding different subsystems.

KPI

Description

Measured Quantities*

Total solar
energy
production

Gross thermal power delivered by the solar field.
Absolute value: Integration over a period of time of
the thermal power collected by the solar field.
Specific value: Ratio between the absolute value
and the aperture or gross area of the solar field

Mass flow

Satisfaction of
required
temperature
level(s)

Solar field
overall
efficiency

(𝑇𝑖𝑛,𝑆𝐹,𝑁 + 𝑇𝑖𝑛,𝑆𝐹,𝑆 )⁄2
(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑆𝐹,𝑁 + 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑆𝐹,𝑆 )⁄2
𝑇𝑖𝑛,𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠

Fraction of time with solar heat available at the
required temperature level

𝑇𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

Ratio of collected energy and incident energy.
This can be done for instant values (to check if
collector’s performance is the expected one) or
mean values (over a long period of time) by forcing
all the flux from the pump to a single solar field row
(since there is only a single flowmeter in the pump
line).

Solar radiation
Mass flow
∆𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑁
∆𝑇𝑆𝐹,𝑆
Mass flow

Thermal storage
efficiency
Thermal losses
between solar
field and
“technical
zone”

Ratio between the energy delivered by the storage
and the energy delivered to the storage.

Gross thermal power lost between the solar field
and the “technical zone” due to piping thermal
losses to the environment.

𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑆𝐹
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑃𝐶𝑀
Mass flow
𝑇𝑖𝑛,𝑆𝐹
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑆𝐹
Mass flow

Delivered
energy from the
SHIP system at
the processes
interfaces

Gross thermal power delivered to processes in the
integration points.
Integration over a period of the thermal power
delivered to the integration points at the process’s
interfaces.

𝑇𝑖𝑛,𝑆𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠
𝑇𝑖𝑛,𝐻𝑋
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝐻𝑋

* See Table 42
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7. Conclusion
The integration of solar thermal heat in industrial systems has many challenges. One is the
untapped potential of waste heat recovery that is often seen as a competitor for covering low
temperature heat sinks. However, it is a key element of future industrial thermal systems to
methodically utilize both: usable waste heat streams within the organization and renewable energy
sources.
The combined planning of design and operation of heat recovery measures and solar thermal heat
methodology implemented in SolarSOCO ensures that both sources can be analyzed and utilized
simultaneously. Heat exchanger networks (HENs) with multiple heat exchangers for waste heat
recovery and heat storages opens up new integration possibilities for SHIP. Additionally, heat
storages play a central role in future industrial thermal systems and should be modelled in great
detail in order to better optimize and integrate their role. The algorithm implemented in SolarSOCO
is a great example of a versatile methodology to integrate storage systems, solar supply and waste
heat via HENs. This DL covers all these topics. The SolarSOCO’ methodology has been designed to
incorporate detailed models of heat storages, heat exchanger and solar thermal collectors and to
guide the user towards a HEN that maximizes the energy recovery or rather towards an exergypreserving network. The user can make easy adjustments to these suggestions, giving it the chance
to consider practical limitations in the suggested solutions.
As described, by now no holistic optimization approach exist, combining these sources and extend
it to other energy carriers. Therefore, the SOCO approach was used as basis to describe the
potential integration of innovative collector and storage technologies to this methodology and by
this allow an extension of this approach.
A focus was set on simulation models for sensible and latent storage technologies:






Sensible storages as two-tank storages (F-ISE and CIEMAT), single tank storage (CIEMAT and
UEVORA)
Latent storages as PCM (FISE) and PCM systems (CIEMAT and UEVORA)
Steam storages as drums (FISE and CIEMAT). Particle based storage (METU)
Innovative concepts (CIEMAT)
Solar PCM storages (UEVORA) linked to a use case

Through the partner collaboration within INSHIP a variety of storage models have been shared and
have been normalized in terms of inputs and outputs for better integration in heat integration tools
like SolarSOCO. PCM storage models are included and new PCM materials have been identified
specific to SHIP applications which could be potentially integrated in the models. The experience
of UEVORA in their facility showed that not only the regular inputs and monitoring signals (i.e.
temperature, flow rates, etc.) but also the necessity to identify and implement in the modelling
different storage ‘status’ and operation strategies.
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8. Degree of progress
A deviation from the workplan occurred during the project and the report was delayed for one
month.

9. Dissemination
The following publication was produced within the course of this work:
Zoschke T., Karl M., Fluri T., Müller R., Validation of Thermocline Storage Model with Experimental
Data of a Laboratory-Scale Molten Salt Test Facility, Proceedings of the 24 th SolarPACES,
Casablanca, 2018.
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